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The false recognition of distractor faces created from the combination of
studied faces has been attributed to mechanisms that create novel traces in
memory. However, an alternative account is that the distractors are similar to
studied items and therefore seem familiar. In three experiments we examined
the false recognition of faces within the context of a larger model of face rec-
ognition that accounts for the effects of typicality and distinctiveness. Using
morphing image processing techniques, we created a set of distractor faces that
were mathematical blends of two ’parent’ faces. Subjects studied the parent
faces, and the distractors were used to assess the presence of novel memory
traces that may have resulted from a psychological binding or blending mecha-
nism that inappropriately combines studied faces. To address the temporal
properties of such a mechanism, during study the two parent faces were seen
either sequentially or separated by at least 20 other faces. We found very high
false alarm rates to the morph distractors, but no effects of the temporal sepa-
ration manipulation. In a forced choice version, subjects were more likely to
choose the distractor over the parent face if the two parents are similar to each
other, which demonstrates the strength of the false recognition effect and is
consistent with a blending mechanism. Recognition models based on Nosof-
sky’s Generalized Context Model (GCM, Nosofsky, 1986) could account for
some but not all aspects of the data. A new model, called SimSample, can ac-
count for the effects of typicality and distinctiveness, but still has difficulty ac-
counting for the high false alarm rates to the morphs. A version that includes
explicit prototype representations that are created only between similar faces
provides a significantly better fit to the morph data. The conclusions are con-
sistent with an account of memory in which novel traces are created in memory
as a result of the combination of existing traces; alternative explanations are
also explored.
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This research concerns the face recogni-
tion errors that result when a novel face that
has been constructed from studied faces is
used as a distractor in old/new recognition
experiments. This novel distractor often pro-

duces large number of false alarms, and sub-
jects will be extremely confident that this in-
deed was an old face (e.g. Solso and
McCarthy, 1981; Reinitz, Lammers & Coch-
ran, 1992; Reinitz, Morrissey & Demb, 1994;
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Kroll, Knight, Metcalfe, Wolf & Tulving,
1996). One interpretation that has been pro-
posed for these effects is that psychological
mechanisms somehow combine the features
of studied faces into a new representation in
memory that matches the distractor, resulting
in a false alarm. Empirical and theoretical
interest in these types of memory distortions
has grown recently, in part because such ef-
fects are found under different conditions and
with different types of stimulus materials.
One of the most active research areas looking
at memory illusions uses a technique bor-
rowed from illusory conjunctions in the vis-
ual attention literature (e.g. Treisman and
Schmidt, 1982). In the applications to mem-
ory work, a conjunction distractor is formed
by combining two pieces from previously-
studied faces or words. For comparison, a
feature distractor is constructed by combin-
ing one piece from a studied item and the
other piece from a non-studied item.
Novel distractors consist only of parts from
non-studied items. In a typical recognition
memory task, subjects are asked to study a
list of items, and then perform an old/new
recognition test. In most experiments, the
probability of saying ’old’ to each stimulus
type is given by this ordering: target items >
conjunction distractors > feature distractors >
novel distractors. The finding that conjunc-
tion errors are higher than feature errors is
often taken as indication of a specific failure
of a binding or conjunction mechanism
which has separate properties from those that
encode the individual items. For example,
Reinitz et al. (1994) conclude "In the absence
of encoded relational information, ’memory
conjunction errors’ may occur; that is, fea-
tures from separate stimulus events may be
erroneously conjoined to produce a ’memory’
that does not correspond to a previously ex-
perienced stimulus." (p. 167). A similar con-
clusion was reached by Kroll et al. (1996),
who state that: "[a] binding process exists,
and that its function consists in ’gluing’ to-
gether the elements of the incoming infor-
mation into separately retrievable engrams in

the long-term storage....[An] inhibitory com-
ponent of the binding operation allows the
formation of only those conjunctions of ele-
ments as long-term engrams that correspond
to the temporally organized chunks in pri-
mary memory. When the inhibitory compo-
nent fails, elements corresponding to higher-
order units in long-term memory are created
heedlessly" (p. 193). Thus, conjunction errors
have been explained by a specific mechanism
in which parts of studied items are recom-
bined to form novel traces in memory, per-
haps as the result of the failure of an
inhibitory mechanism that would normally
prevent such spurious binding. The resulting
novel trace provides a strong match to a
conjunction stimulus at test and produces a
false alarm.

Converging evidence in support of the
creation of novel traces in memory comes
from the categorization and recognition
memory literature. In these studies, a physical
prototype stimulus is constructed by com-
bining studied items, usually through an av-
eraging process. In recognition experiments
the prototype often produces a high false
alarm rate, even though the prototype is novel
(e.g. Franks & Bransford, 1971; Neumann,
1977; Solso & McCarthy, 1981). The mag-
nitude of prototype effects depends upon the
similarity of the exemplars to the prototype:
the more similar the exemplars are to the
prototype, the more the prototype is falsely
recognized (e.g. Homa, Goldhardt, Burrel-
Homa & Smith, 1993). Metcalfe (1990) pro-
posed a specific model for such prototypes in
which studied items might blend together to
produce a new trace in memory, and she
demonstrated that prototypes were more
likely to form between similar exemplars.
Knapp and Anderson (1984) also propose a
model in which exemplars, if sufficiently
similar, combine to produce a prototype in
memory. The prototype mechanism is often
not specified, although Kroll et al. (1996)
suggest that the false recognition of the pro-
totype is the result of binding failure, and
therefore they explicitly link prototype ef-
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fects with the conjunction errors seen in
memory illusion work.

The most compelling evidence for the
existence of a specific binding mechanism
that creates novel traces in memory comes
from experiments designed to produce a spe-
cific deficit in its functioning. Two examples
that use faces in a memory illusion paradigm
illustrate the characteristic results, and are
shown in Table 1. The stimuli in these ex-
periments consist of Identikit line drawings
of faces, in which individual features from
two studied faces are recombined to construct
a conjunction distractor face. Reinitz et al.
(1994) placed subjects in a divided attention
condition in which subjects had to perform a
secondary dot-counting task while studying
the faces. Other subjects were allowed to de-
vote full attention to faces. The authors
hoped that the secondary task would specifi-
cally disrupt the binding mechanisms and
produce more conjunction errors than those
produced by subjects in the full attention
condition. The full attention condition does
indeed produce fewer conjunction errors. In a
related task using the identical stimuli, Kroll
et al. (1996) tested subjects from both older
adult (control) and patient populations. The
patients had right hemisphere damage that
the authors suggested would lead to a specific
failure in the binding of relational informa-
tion. The failure to inhibit a runaway binding
system would produce more novel traces in
memory and therefore more conjunction er-
rors. The data support such a claim: the pa-
tients show evidence of more conjunction
errors than the controls. Based on these re-
sults, the authors argue for the existence of a
specific mechanism, perhaps supported by
attention or the hippocampus, that underlies
the binding of relational information. In the
absence of such a mechanism, features are
mis-combined to create novel traces in mem-
ory, and conjunction errors result.

There are two difficulties with this ar-
gument. First, in virtually every example in
the literature, subjects produce more false

alarms to feature distractors than to novel
distractors. If a binding mechanism is the sole
mechanism for producing errors (beyond
random guessing, which would account for
the non-zero novel false alarm rate), we
would expect no difference between these
two stimuli, because the binding system can-
not bind together a feature in memory with a
feature not in memory. Second, in the litera-
ture, every manipulation that produces an in-
crease in conjunction errors also produces an
increase in feature errors. There seems to be
no manipulation that selectively affects the
conjunction error rate without also altering
the feature error rate as well. This happens
even in the Reinitz et al. (1994) forced-choice
data, so the increase in feature error rates
cannot be attributed to criterion shifts. These
difficulties raise some doubt about the special
status given to the interpretation of conjunc-
tion errors.

An equally plausible alternative expla-
nation to the binding failure hypothesis is that
the overall familiarity of the distractor may
drive the subject to say old. The conjunction
stimulus, by virtue of its construction, neces-
sarily bears some similarity to two studied
items. A feature stimulus bears a resemblance
to only one studied item. As we will describe
in detail below, any model that computes a
familiarity measure based on the summed
similarity between items will predict a higher
false alarm rate to conjunction relative to
feature distractors. While in early work, Re-
initz et al. (1992) discount the role of famili-
arity, in later work they admit that familiarity
may play a role in the recognition processes
(Reinitz et al., 1994). What they fail to con-
sider is the possibility that familiarity may
underlie all of the recognition processes, in-
cluding the conjunction errors. One may not
have to posit an additional mechanisms that
create novel traces in memory that cause
conjunction errors. Below we describe how a
well-established and successful model of
categorization and recognition will make pre-
dictions that are consistent with the memory
conjunction data. This model can, in princi-
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ple, provide a complete account of the data
without assuming any mechanism other than
storage of individual exemplars. If this model
can account for the memory conjunction
data, then parsimony would preclude us from
assuming an additional binding or blending
mechanism. The importance of testing mod-
els has been demonstrated in related do-
mains: in the visual search illusory
conjunction literature from which the mem-
ory illusion paradigm was adapted, solid evi-
dence for illusory conjunctions has required
rigorous hierarchical testing of formal mod-
els (e.g. Ashby, Prinzmetal, Ivry, and Mad-
dox, 1996).

The preceding discussion should not be
taken as a refutation of a binding mechanism;
we wish only to make the point that there are
plausible alternative explanations that have
not been considered within the context of the
memory illusion literature, but that we con-
sider in the present work. In the following
section, we describe how a familiarity-based
model that relies on a summed-similarity
mechanism might account for the memory
illusion data. We will show how this model
can qualitatively account for the conjunction
stimuli in the memory illusion data, and then
apply similar models to new face recognition
data. In a later section we develop a new
model that remedies many of the shortcom-
ings of the familiarity-based model when ap-
plied to face recognition. The fundamental
logic of our approach is as follows: the hy-
pothesis that novel traces are created in
memory as a result of blending or mis-
binding mechanisms can only receive support
after alternative explanations based on exem-
plar-only models are rejected. Therefore we
will test existing and newly-developed exem-
plar models, and only if these fail to account
for the blending effects can we conclude that
a blending or binding mechanism is a plausi-
ble explanation for the data.

Accounting for Memory Illusions
with a Familiarity Model

Nosofsky’s Generalized Context Model
(GCM, Nosofsky 1986) is perhaps the model
best suited to make predictions for the mem-
ory conjunction data. GCM assumes that a
test item engenders a feeling of familiarity,
and items that result in more familiarity are
more likely to be labeled as old faces by
subjects. Familiarity is a function of the
summed similarity between the test face and
all other faces in memory, as described be-
low.

To derive specific predictions for the
probability of calling each face ’old’ in the
test session of a recognition experiment, the
similarity relations between all pairs of faces
must be represented. Traditionally this is ac-
complished by asking for similarity ratings
between pairs of faces and then submitting
the results to multi-dimensional scaling algo-
rithms. These algorithms produce a psycho-
logical space in which individual stimuli are
represented as points in a multidimensional
space. The dimensions of this space represent
stimulus dimensions along which faces vary,
such as age or race, and various metrics such
as the distance between two points can be
computed. Within GCM, the distance be-
tween any two faces i and j, di,j, in a space
with M dimensions is computed as,

di, j = wn(xi,n − x j ,n)2

n =1

M

∑ Eq. 1

where xi,n is the coordinate for face i on di-
mension n and wn is an attentional weight
given to dimension n1. The similarity, ηi,j,

                                               
1This corresponds to the Euclidean distance between
faces ci and cj. Other metrics have been used, in-
cluding the city-block metric, and this can be gener-
alized via a Minkoski distance metric,

as:di, j = wn xi, n − xj, n

b

n=1

6

∑
 
 
  

 
 

1 /b

. In the city-block

metric, b is set to 1.0. In one version of the model
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between faces i and j is defined as

ηi, j = e
−cdi ,j Eq. 2

where c is a scaling parameter used to define
the relation between distance and similarity
(Shepard, 1974). A large c implies that only
very close faces are deemed similar, while a
small c value implies that subjects consider
most items to be similar to each other. For
MDS spaces scaled between -2 and 2, typical
values of c range from 2-4.

A prediction of familiarity for test item k
is simply the summed similarity between
item k and all other faces in memory,

familiarityk = ηk, j
j⊂ studied
      faces

∑ Eq. 3

which can be converted to a prediction of the
probability of saying old using some mono-
tonic transform F of familiarity,

P("old" | k  presented) = F[ familiarityk ]

Eq. 4
where F in this case is a logistic function,

P("old" | k  presented) =
1

1+ βe−θ  familiarityk

Eq. 5

 with two free parameters β and θ.

GCM Simulations
One of the difficulties with applying

GCM to the data in Table 1 is that the simi-
larity relations between the studied faces
were not measured. It is still possible to gen-
erate predictions by making assumptions
about the distributions of the similarity rela-
tions among the features, and in this section
we describe how this was done. In the origi-
nal experiments, each face was constructed
from 4 separate features (hair, mouth, eyes
and nose). A conjunction stimulus was cre-
ated by taking the hair and mouth from one

                                                                
fitting we allows b to freely vary, and the estimated
value was quite close to 2.0.

face and combining these with the eyes and
nose of a second face. A similar process was
used to create the feature stimuli, except one
set of features comes from an unstudied face.
We simulated this procedure by assuming
that given instances of a particular feature
(e.g. eyes) would fall along a normally dis-
tributed unidimensional scale that would re-
flect some measure of similarity between the
actual features. Thus to construct a represen-
tation of a studied face, we chose values for
each of the 4 features by sampling from a
normal distribution with a mean of zero and
unit variance. This was repeated for two ad-
ditional study faces and one face that would
be designated as an unstudied face. To create
the conjunction stimulus, the values repre-
senting two features were copied from the
first studied face, while the second study face
supplied the values corresponding to the sec-
ond set of two features. In a similar manner,
the feature values from the third study face
and the unstudied face were combined to
produce the feature stimulus.

The values corresponding to each feature
can be thought of as the values along a par-
ticular dimension. Thus each face can be rep-
resented in a 4-dimensional space, and
distances between faces can be computed via
Eq 1. Similarity follows directly via Eq 2,
and the familiarity values are computed by
summing the similarity between each test
stimulus and the three studied faces. The
similarity between the unstudied face and the
three studied faces was used to produce pre-
dictions for the novel stimulus. The familiar-
ity values were then transformed via Eq 5 to
produce the predicted probability of saying
old to each stimulus type, as shown in Table
1 for the Kroll et al (1996) data2. In order to
eliminate possible problems that might crop
up with a particular choice of feature values,
the procedure described above for construct-

                                               
2The data from Reinitz et al (1994) involve a forced-
choice procedure that requires more parameters and
model complexity to fit, which doesn’t provide strong
constraints on a model like GCM.
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ing representations of the various stimulus
types was repeated 5000 times, which in es-
sence replicates the above simulation to pro-
duce 5000 datasets and attempts to fit all the
results with a single set of model parameters.
The Solver function in Microsoft Excel was
used to minimize the least square differences
between the predicted and actual data, using
independent parameter estimates for control
and deficit subjects.

The predictions from GCM are shown in
Table 1, and demonstrate two effects. First,
GCM correctly predicts higher feature errors
than novel errors, which is a result that a
binding mechanism explanation cannot ac-
count for. It does so because a feature
stimulus is similar to one face in memory,
while a novel stimulus is not. Second, GCM
correctly predicts that as conjunction errors
increase in the deficit condition, feature er-
rors will increase as well. This is another ef-
fect that the binding mechanism account
cannot explain. GCM achieves the increase in
both conjunction and feature errors by as-
suming that the sensitivity parameter c gets
smaller for subjects in the ’deficit’ condition,
which implies that these subjects are having
difficulty distinguishing between the faces.
That is, to subjects with brain damage, all
faces look more similar, which causes an in-
crease in the rate at which both feature and
conjunction stimuli look like target faces.
This results in an increase in the false alarm
rates for both types of stimuli, although be-
cause conjunction stimuli share features with
two target items and are therefore similar to
more faces in memory, conjunction stimuli
will continue to have higher false alarm rates
than feature stimuli. Thus GCM correctly
predicts that both feature and conjunction
errors will increase in the ’deficit’ condition,
and conjunction errors should continue to be
higher than feature errors.

While GCM can account for the qualita-
tive aspects of the data, the model performs
less well at a quantitative level. For both
control and deficit subjects, the conjunction

error rate is much larger than GCM can pre-
dict, while the feature error rate is lower that
GCM can predict. One possible explanation
for these deviations is that our method of
simulating the feature values rather than
measuring similarity relations between the
faces may have missed an important aspect of
the relation between studied faces and the
conjunction faces. A stronger test of GCM
requires a complete multidimensional scaling
solution to use as input to the model, rather
than the technique simulated here. However,
we also cannot reject the possibility that the
binding hypothesis proposed to account for
the conjunction errors may indeed be par-
tially correct. Thus, in addition to a familiar-
ity-based mechanism like GCM, subjects may
be mis-combining features from studied faces
to create novel exemplars in memory. The
preceding analysis demonstrates that GCM is
a plausible alternative to the binding expla-
nation, but that the extant data is not suffi-
cient to provide a complete test of exemplar-
based models. In the following section we
describe a memory paradigm that is designed
to collect quantitative data that can be used to
evaluate exemplar models and therefore as-
sess the need to assume a blending or binding
mechanism.

A paradigm to study the mechanisms of
false recognition of faces

The preceding analysis of the memory
illusion data demonstrates that before a claim
can be made for a mechanism that creates
new exemplars in memory, quantitative fits
of exemplar-based models must be done to
disconfirm a familiarity-based explanation of
the conjunction error data. The goal of the
present work is to provide a rigorous test of
exemplar-based models using stimuli in
which the similarity relations are known and
can be used to evaluate an exemplar-based
model. If we are able to demonstrate the in-
adequacy of exemplar-based accounts, this
finding would suggest the need for an addi-
tional mechanism that creates novel traces in
memory, such as the binding mechanism pro-
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posed by Reinitz et al. (1992, 1994)  and
Kroll et al. (1996). However, it would be
necessary to provide a specific representation
of such a mechanism within an exemplar
model and demonstrate that it provides a
much better account of the conjunction errors
than that provided by a pure exemplar-based
model. We will refer to such mechanisms in
generic terms as blending or binding mecha-
nisms, although later we propose the charac-
teristics of such a mechanism.

In addition to addressing the false alarms
found with the conjunction stimuli, we have
a second set of goals relating to the general
applicability of familiarity-based models to
complex stimuli such as faces. As Reinitz et
al (1994) acknowledge, the Identikit faces
used in memory illusion experiments may
differ in important ways from realistic faces,
and in our own work we have noticed how
attributes of the texture of faces provides an
extremely potent cue for memory. In an ef-
fort to generalize the memory conjunction
paradigm and exemplar-based models to
naturalistic stimuli, we have chosen to use
grayscale photographs of faces as our stimuli.
This required that we change the way in
which we constructed the conjunction stim-
uli, in part because it is difficult to combine
the features of real faces in an artifact-free
fashion. Rather than conjoining the features
from studied faces, we averaged the features
using morphing techniques. This may actu-
ally provide stronger evidence for blending
mechanisms. Schooler & Tanaka (1991) dis-
tinguish between composite stimuli, which
are similar to the conjunction stimuli of the
memory illusion literature in that they are
composed of pieces of studied stimuli, and
compromise stimuli, which are blends or av-
erages of the features of two studied stimuli.
They claim that evidence of a blending or
binding mechanism is more compelling if
demonstrated with a compromise stimulus
that averages the features rather than con-
joining them.

The morphing process is a two-step pro-

cess in which control points are placed on
important landmarks on each of two faces
(e.g. left eye, tip of nose), and the locations
of these landmarks are averaged to create a
set of average control points. The photo-
graphs of the two faces are then digitally
warped so that the features of both faces align
with the locations of the average control
points. With the features in alignment, the
two faces are now averaged together on a
pixel-by-pixel basis to produce the average
face. Figure 1 shows examples of morphs
constructed from similar and dissimilar par-
ents, which look quite realistic despite the
fact that neither are real faces.

We constructed 16 morphs from pairs of
parent faces chosen from a large set of pho-
tographs of bald men. The finding that fea-
ture errors are greater than errors to novel
distractors, as well as the finding that feature
errors increase as conjunction errors increase,
suggests that similarity is an important vari-
able in false recognition and memory illu-
sions. To evaluate this proposition, we chose
our parent faces such that they differed in
their similarity. Using a sorting technique
(Goldstone 1994; see method section for de-
tails), we obtained a rough estimate of the
similarity between all possible pairs of parent
faces. Using this data we selected 8 pairs of
parent faces that were very similar to each
other and 8 pairs that were dissimilar. This
pre-experiment was designed to provide only
a rough estimate of the parent similarities; the
exact similarity relations can be determined
from the complete set of similarity ratings
which were collected as part of the experi-
ment.

In addition to addressing the effects of
similarity in the possible blending or binding
mechanisms using the above manipulation,
we also instituted a temporal separation ma-
nipulation during the study sequence, which
we hoped would reveal the role of temporal
contiguity or context in any binding or
blending process. This manipulation was
motivated in part by an intriguing finding in
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the verbal task of the Kroll et al. (1996)
study. They manipulated the number of in-
tervening items between the presentation of
the two parent words used to construct a
conjunction word, such that the two parent
words appeared sequentially or separated by
5 words. For patients with left hemisphere
damage, they found more conjunction errors
when the parent words had been sequentially
presented than if they had been presented
with 5 words in between. This may suggest a
role of the left hemisphere in binding, or in
this case, the inhibition of spurious binding.
If the inhibitory mechanism is damaged, the
binding system is allowed to mis-combine
features from different study items and pro-
duce an elevated conjunction error rate. As
intriguing as this effect of temporal separa-
tion is, the effect was found only for the left
hemisphere patients, not those with right
hemisphere damage, nor with the two sets of
control subjects. In addition, this difference
does not replicate when pictorial stimuli are
used instead.

Despite the fact that the temporal sepa-
ration manipulation in the Kroll et al. (1996)
data produced differences only in one group
of patients with one set of materials, we
thought it worth while to manipulate tempo-
ral separation as an exploratory variable. This
would address, for example, whether blend-
ing might be more likely to occur for two
faces studied together. Alternatively, two
highly similar faces presented sequentially
might allow subjects to focus on subtle de-
tails that distinguish one face from another.
To systematically vary the context of the two
parent faces, at study we either presented the
two parent faces sequentially or separated by
at least 20 other faces. The effects of this
separation manipulation will show up as dif-
ferences in the false alarm rates to the associ-
ated morph stimuli. For example, if blending
is more likely to occur between sequentially
studied faces, the morph associated with par-
ent faces presented sequentially will have a
higher false alarm rate than when the parents
are separated by other faces. We should

stress that this manipulation is somewhat ex-
ploratory, and finding no effect of temporal
separation does not rule out a blending
mechanism that blends faces over larger in-
tervals of time than our experiment. How-
ever, finding an effect of temporal separation
would suggest the properties of a blending or
mis-binding mechanism.

We report the results of 3 experiments
that address the role of similarity, distinctive-
ness and temporal separation in the false rec-
ognition of faces. In all three experiments, we
use pairs of parent faces to create morph
blends that will be used as distractors at test.
We present the parent faces during the study
session, and vary the temporal separation so
that either one parent face follows the other at
study, or the two parents are separated by at
least 20 other faces. The predictions for our
distractor stimuli are fairly straightforward.
We expect that the morphs will generate
more false alarms than other distractors, and
that the false alarm rate to morphs con-
structed from similar parents will be greater
than the rate associated with morphs from
dissimilar parents. A variety of similarity and
sampling models will make these predictions,
and thus the models (including those that in-
clude a blending or binding mechanism) must
be tested at the quantitative level. However,
the demonstration that similar morphs have
higher false alarm rates than dissimilar
morphs would indicate a significant contri-
bution of similarity, which has been ignored
in the memory conjunction literature, and
provide further support for a summed-
similarity explanation rather than a binding
error explanation for the conjunction errors.

A third prediction concerns the compari-
son between the false alarm rates for the
morphs (especially the similar morphs) and
the hit rates to the associated parents that
were used to construct the morph. Related
work with faces by Solso & McCarthy (1981)
found that subjects were more likely to say
old to the conjunction stimulus than to origi-
nal faces. It is important to point out, how-
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ever, that such prototype effects are often
accounted for by pure exemplar models (Shin
& Nosofsky, 1992; Homa, Sterling & Trepel,
1981; Medin & Schaffer, 1978). These mod-
els account for the prototype effects because
the prototype stimuli, having been used to
construct the studied exemplars, are similar
to many other items in memory. As a result,
they has a high summed-similarity value and
therefore a high familiarity value.

Despite the success of exemplar-based
models, in some cases exemplar-based mod-
els have failed to account for prototype ef-
fects. Of particular interest is a finding by
Homa et al. (1993), who found a false alarm
rate to a prototype stimulus that was below
the hit rate of the parent stimuli, but still re-
jected a pure-exemplar model and had to re-
sort to a version that included prototypes.
Because of its ability to distinguish between
models, the relation between the false alarm
rate to the morphs and the hit rate to the par-
ents is of particular interest when addressing
the adequacy of exemplar-based models. In
some cases the relation will allow discrimi-
nation between models at a qualitative level,
although in other cases specific quantitative
fits are required to rule out any particular
class of models.

The logic of our research is as follows.
We generate data from a face recognition ex-
periment that includes distractor faces created
by averaging studied faces. We also record
similarity relations between the faces, which
is used to construct an input space to similar-
ity-based models. Such models represent a
face as a point (or exemplar) in multi-
dimensional space, and compute values such
as similarity based on the distances between
the points. If exemplar-based models can ac-
count for the false alarms produced in re-
sponse to the morph distractors, there would
be no reason to propose a blending or bind-
ing mechanism. However, if such models
cannot account for the high false alarm rates,
and if we can propose an additional blending
mechanism that does, then we would have

evidence in favor of a blending mechanism
that creates novel exemplars in memory by
combining existing exemplars.

In Experiment 1 we compare the hit rates
of the parents to the false alarm rates to the
associated morphs. In Experiment 2 we ex-
tend these findings to a forced-choice para-
digm, which at test enables a direct
comparison between the morph and one of
the two parents. In Experiments 3a and 3b we
obtain estimates of the morph false alarm
rates and the parent hit rates from separate
sets of subjects, which prevents knowledge of
the existence of morphs from affecting the hit
rates of the parents. To interpret the role of a
blending mechanism that may produce the
high false alarm rates to the morph distractor
faces, we model the individual hit and false
alarm rates of each face in the study using
extensions of summed-similarity models. The
results of Experiment 1 are modeled using
Nosofsky’s GCM (Nosofsky, 1986) and a
variant known as Identification, as well as a
new model that attempts to account for both
familiarity and distinctiveness using a sam-
pling rule adapted from the SAM model
(Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984). This model is
used to determine whether the blending
mechanisms can be accounted for by an ex-
emplar-based model that uses a summed
similarity rule, or whether active blending or
binding mechanisms must be assumed that
create novel traces in memory. To anticipate
our results, we find that no exemplar-based
model could provide a complete account of
the data, and the best fits came from a version
of a model that included a prototype mecha-
nism. This is consistent with the blending or
binding hypotheses described in the litera-
ture.

Experiment 1:  
The goal of Experiment 1 is to measure

the hit and false alarms for the parent and
morph faces, as well as for the target and
distractor faces in which these stimuli were
embedded. Although we are specifically in-
terested in the data from morphs and parents,
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we will also model data from the target and
distractors faces. Thus each face in this ex-
periment may be thought of as a condition in
and of itself. Subjects saw only one face from
a parent/morph triplet at test, and always
studied both parents. We measured whether
the false alarm rates to the morph distractors
from conditions in which the parent faces
were studied together or separately; any dif-
ferences can be used to address the properties
of a blending mechanism. In addition, the
effects of the similarity of the parent faces on
the morph false alarm rates can be deter-
mined. Finding a higher false alarm rate for
the similar morphs relative to the dissimilar
morphs would suggest a significant contribu-
tion of similarity in the memory conjunction
data, which previous explanations could not
account for. In addition, the quantitative re-
lation between similarity and the false alarm
rate will prove useful during model testing.

Subjects
Subjects were 180 undergraduates at-

tending Indiana University fulfilling part of a
class requirement. There were 45 groups of
subjects run with an average of 5 subjects
participating at any given time.

Stimuli
The stimuli were 104 pictures of bald

men (Kayser, 1985). The pictures were all
taken under similar lighting conditions and
all men had similar expressions. Twenty-one
of the men had facial hair. Fourteen of the
men were black and the rest were Caucasian.
Sixty-eight faces were selected for the study
portion of the experiment, including 36 target
faces and 32 parent faces. The parent faces
were combined to create 16 morph faces as
described below. From the faces remaining
out of the original 104, 20 distractor faces
were selected. The constraints placed by the
morphing procedures did not allow us to se-
lect faces at random for the parent faces,
since faces with facial hair do not morph
well. Since we could not select the faces for
the various conditions at random, the specifi-
cation of the features of the target and dis-

tractors is important. Of the 36 target faces,
20 had facial hair and there were 8 African-
American faces. Five of the African-
American faces had facial hair. Of the 20
distractor faces, 3 had facial hair, 3 were Af-
rican-American and none were both. None of
the parent faces had facial hair, and there
were 3 African-American faces. This created
16 morphs, 3 of which were blends of a white
and an African-American face. Faces with
facial hair tend to be more distinctive, which
may influence the target hit rate relative to
the parent hit rate, for example. However, our
critical comparison is between the parents
and the morphs, making these differences less
critical.

The morph stimuli were created by
choosing 8 pairs of faces that were dissimilar
and 8 pairs of faces that were similar. Simi-
larity of the parent faces was determined in a
pilot study, in which a member of the lab
manipulated all parent faces on a computer
screen to place similar faces near each other
and dissimilar faces far apart according to a
procedure described by Goldstone (1994).
When repeated for 30 sortings, this produces
an output in which the relative similarity
between all possible pairs of faces is repre-
sented. From these values, pairs of faces were
chosen that were either very similar or very
dissimilar.  Control points were placed on the
salient features of each parent face and 50%
averages were created using the Morph™
software package (Gryphon Software). At
least 150 control points were placed on each
parent, and control points were added as re-
quired to remove obvious artifacts in the re-
sulting morph.

The faces were digitized and displayed
on a 21" Macintosh grayscale monitor using
luminance control and gamma correction
provided by a Video Attenuator and the
VideoToolbox software library (Pelli &
Zhang, 1991). The background luminance
was set to 5 cd/m2 . The contrast of naturalis-
tic images is difficult to define; here we sim-
ply scaled the grayscale values in the images
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to cover the range between 5 cd/m2 for black
to 80 cd/m2  for white.

Data was collected by a PowerMac com-
puter using 5 numeric keypads that provided
identifiable responses from each keypad. Up
to 5 participants completed the experiment at
the same time.

Design and Procedure
The study session procedures were iden-

tical in all three experiments. There are four
types of faces in each experiment. Target and
parent faces appear both at study and at test;
the only difference between the two sets of
faces is that parent faces tended to be less
distinctive then target faces because they
were all clean shaven, and that the parents
were used to construct the morphs. The target
faces were a mix of clean-shaven and mus-
tached faces. Morphs and distractors ap-
peared only at test and are therefore
distractors. However, the morphs are similar
to the parents and we therefore expect higher
false alarm rates in general to the morphs
than to other distractor faces.

The two levels of parent similarity
(similar and dissimilar) are combined factori-
ally with two types of parent separation ma-
nipulation (sequential or separate). In the
sequential condition the two parent faces
used to construct a morph distractor were
shown one after another in the study se-
quence. In the separate condition, the two
parent faces were separated by at least 20
other faces. The presentation order of the
study faces was randomized for each group
of subjects. A particular parent pair was ei-
ther in the similar or dissimilar condition
(because the morphs were computed prior to
the experiment). However, the parents were
completely counterbalanced, such that a par-
ticular parent pair could either be in the se-
quential or the separate condition for each
group of subjects. In addition, the ordering of
the parents was also counterbalanced, to
eliminate problems that might develop if one
parent was always seen first.

Subjects were asked to view a series of

faces in the study phase and remember them
for the subsequent recognition test. There
were 68 faces in the study phase: 36 target
faces (faces not used for morphs but would
reappear in test phase) and 32 parent faces
(faces previously used to create the morphs).
Each face appeared for 1500 ms followed by
a two second delay between each face.

The ordering of faces in the study phase
was important for the temporal separation
manipulation. The faces were presented in the
following order at study: 8 target faces, 16
parent faces mixed with 4 target faces, 12
targets, 16 parent faces mixed with 4 target
faces, and 8 targets faces. Within these con-
straints the faces were randomized within the
study list. The parent faces were selected to
appear at a designated position within the
parent blocks, as explained below. The
blocks reserved for parent faces in the study
list ensured that any primacy or recency ef-
fects would not affect the parent faces.

The parent faces were divided into two
equal groups of 8 parent pairs per group. The
sequential parent pair appeared back to back
in one of the parent face blocks. In the sepa-
rate condition, one parent face appeared in
the first block of parents, while the second
appeared in the second block. These parent
faces were randomized within each parent
block, with the exception of the sequential
parents which appeared one after another.
The order of presentation of the two parent
faces was varied randomly.

The test phase immediately followed the
study session and the subjects were asked to
view a series of 72 faces. During the test pe-
riod for each group of subjects, one face out
of each morph/parent triplet was randomly
chosen to be presented. This selection was
counterbalanced so that across all 24 groups
each face in a triplet was shown an equal
number of times at test, but a group of sub-
jects saw only one face from a given par-
ent/morph triplet. Thus it takes three groups
of subjects to get hit (and false alarm rates) to
all three members of each parent/morph trip-
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let. A group of subjects saw 8 morphs, 8 par-
ents, 36 targets and 20 distractors at test, and
the presentation order of faces during this
phase was randomized. Subjects made
old/new judgments to each face using nu-
meric keypads. The subjects were told to re-
spond old if they thought that the test face
appeared in the study list, and new otherwise.

There was a practice session at the be-
ginning of all four experiments to ensure the
subjects’ comprehension. This session con-
sisted of three study faces and six test faces,
none of which were used in the study or test
phases of the experiments. 

Results
The most important comparison in the

Experiment 1 data compares the hit rate of
the parents to the false alarm rates of the
morphs. These data are shown in Table 2,
which demonstrate that subjects are just as
likely to say 'old' to a similar morph as to an
associated similar parent. A repeated-
measures ANOVA comparison reveals that
the morph false alarm rate is marginally
greater than the parent hit rate (F (1,179) =
3.382, p=0.07)3 for similar morph/parent
triplets. Note that while the morph false
alarm rate is only marginally higher than the
parent hit rate for similar morphs, the morph
false alarm rate effect is much larger than
that observed in the memory illusion litera-
ture, where under similar study conditions
the conjunction error rate is typically 1/3 the
size of the old stimulus hit rate. The similar-
ity of the parent faces has a strong influence
on this effect, actually reversing the direction
of the two conditions: For dissimilar parents
and morphs, an observer is more likely to say
'old' to dissimilar parents than to the associ-
ated morphs  (F (1,179) = 53.72, p<0.05).

The average hit rates for the targets was
.613 (SEM= 0.008) and the average false
alarm rates to the distractors is 0.277 (.011).

                                               
3In this article we use an α level of 0.05 for all sig-
nificance tests. However, for effects that are trend
level we report exact p-values.

This hit rate is higher than the hit rate to the
similar parents, although since only the target
faces had facial hair, this may have made
them more distinctive and therefore more
memorable than the similar parent faces.
There was a significant difference between
the similarity conditions for both the parents
(F(1, 179)=14.7;  p<.05) and morphs
(F(1,179)=31.6; p<.05). Similar parents were
more difficult to recognize than dissimilar
parents, and subjects made more false alarms
to similar morphs than dissimilar morphs.  It
is perhaps not surprising that subjects were
more accurate with the dissimilar parents
than with the similar parents. When choosing
faces that are very dissimilar, we may have
chosen faces that were very distinctive, since
this distinctiveness allows faces to be very
dissimilar (typical faces tend to be more
similar to each other). Vokey & Read (1992)
and Bartlett, Hurry & Thorley (1984) both
demonstrate that distinctive faces are easily
identified as old faces, perhaps because dis-
tinctive faces are more likely to engage rec-
ollective processes.

There was no effect for the sequen-
tial/separate condition for parents
(F(1,179)=2.14, p> 0.05) or morphs
(F(1,179)=.014, p> 0.05). There was also no
interaction between the similarity condition
and separation for parents or morphs.

Discussion
The Experiment 1 data demonstrate three

major effects. First, the false alarm rate for
both similar and dissimilar morphs is higher
that the false alarm rates for other distractors.
Second, the false alarm rates for the similar
morphs is higher than that for dissimilar
morphs. Third, and most interesting, the false
alarm rates for the similar morphs is margin-
ally higher than the hit rates for the associ-
ated similar parents. This effect will prove
challenging for exemplar-based familiarity
models, as described in a subsequent section
on modeling.

We find no effects at all of the temporal
separation manipulation at study on the false
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alarm rates for either type of morph distrac-
tor. This suggests that if a binding or blend-
ing mechanism underlies the false
recognition to the morphs, it does not have a
temporal component. There are other aspects
of the data that suggest that temporal separa-
tion does not play a large role in face recog-
nition. For example, we plotted the hit rate of
the target faces (excluding parents and
morphs) as a function of their serial position.
Traditional serial position curves show in-
creases at the beginning and end of the study
list, which are known as the primacy and re-
cency effects. The serial position curve for
the targets is quite flat, with no appreciable
upturns either at the start or end of the study
list. Thus temporal context may not be as im-
portant for perceptual stimuli such as faces as
it is for verbal stimuli such as words.

Experiment 1 demonstrates large false
alarm rates for the morphs that are consistent
with the conjunction errors reported in the
memory illusion literature, and also demon-
strates a significant contribution of similarity
to these effects. The next step is to determine
whether a familiarity-based model such as
GCM could account for the morph false
alarm rates on the basis of summed similar-
ity. However, before doing so we would like
to briefly report the results of two related ex-
periments that establish the strength and reli-
ability of the effects reported in Experiment
1. We will then use the evidence and model
fits from all three experiments to draw con-
clusions about the adequacy of exemplar-
based models and the evidence in favor of
blending mechanisms.

Experiment 2  
The goal of Experiment 2 is to provide a

direct comparison between parents and
morphs in a forced-choice paradigm. The
study conditions are identical to Experiment
1, but at test, a morph is always paired side-
by-side with one of its parents. This design is
motivated from several potential concerns
with an old/new recognition paradigm. First,
the morphs, by virtue of their construction,

tend to lie in a very dense region of MDS
space (Busey, 1998). This may result in crite-
rion shifts on the part of subjects that may
inflate morph false alarm rates above the hit
rates of the parents. Under a traditional sig-
nal-detection model, subjects in a forced-
choice trial choose the stimulus with the
highest amount of evidence. There is no crite-
rion to shift in forced choice. A second po-
tential difficulty with Experiment 1 is that the
relatively short, 1500 ms presentation time
may have introduced enough perceptual noise
that a morph may have seemed perceptually
indistinguishable from one of the parents. As
a result, subjects may have made a false
alarm to the morph thinking it was one of the
parents. A forced choice paradigm directly
addresses this concern by telling subjects
(truthfully) that one and only one of the faces
on each test trial appeared during the study
session, and they should pick that face. Since
one parent is paired with a morph at test,
subjects presumably cannot mistake the
morph for the parent when making a re-
sponse.

The experimental conditions were identi-
cal to those of Experiment 1, with the excep-
tion that at test subjects made a series of 36
forced-choice responses. These responses
were always between a target and a ran-
domly-chosen distractor, or between a morph
and one of the two parents.

Subjects
181 subjects participated in 25 different

groups.
Procedure
Subjects viewed the same combination of

faces as in Experiment 1: thirty-two parents
and thirty-eight targets in the same presenta-
tion conditions as Experiment 1. At test,
subjects were given a forced choice recogni-
tion test. Subjects were required to pick one
of two faces presented that was previously
studied. Subjects either chose between a
morph and one of the two parents, or between
a target and a distractor. There was a total of
36 trials in the test phase: 16 morph/parent
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pairs and 20 target/distractor pairs in random
order. Although there were 36 targets pre-
sented at study, only 20 randomly-chosen
targets were tested since we have only 20
distractors.

Results and Discussion
The results for Experiment 2 are clear-

cut, and are shown in Table 3 as the prob-
ability of choosing a parent over the morph
for the four conditions. For the similar
morphs, subjects were more likely to select
the morph over the parent. Averaged over
separation condition, the probability of
choosing a similar parent over its associated
similar morph is .461, which is statistically
significantly less than 0.5 (t(180) = 2.68, p <
0.05). This is a somewhat small effect, but it
is a qualitative effect that provides strong
discriminablility between models, since some
exemplar-based models will have trouble ac-
counting for this effect. In addition, it rules
out models that suggest that the morph is
being confused with one of the parents, since
these models could only predict that the
morphs would be chosen equally often as
their parents. As with Experiment 1, this ef-
fect reverses for dissimilar morphs: the prob-
ability of choosing a dissimilar parent over
the morph is 0.658, which is greater than 0.5
(t(180) = 11.5, p<0.05).

The probability of choosing a target over
a distractor was .765. There was a significant
difference between the similarity conditions
for parents (F(1, 180)=65.4, p<0.05) and for
morphs (F(1, 180)=121.8, p<0.05), with is
consistent with Experiment 1. There was no
difference between studying parents sequen-
tially or separately, nor was there an interac-
tion.

The Experiment 2 data replicate the
major findings reported in Experiment 1,
which is the tendency for subjects to favor
the similar morphs over their associated par-
ents. The reverse is true for morphs con-
structed from dissimilar parents, and any
model that proposes a binding or blending
account of these false alarm rates will have to

account for the role of similarity.
Experiment 2 represents an extreme case

in which parents and morphs are allowed to
interact, in that when subjects see a morph,
they are also shown its parent. Experiment 1
also mixed parents and morphs at test, al-
though subjects only saw one face of each
parent/morph triplet. To eliminate problems
associated with mixing parents and morphs at
test, in Experiment 3 we gathered independ-
ent hit and false alarm rates to the parents and
morphs in a between-subjects design. This
experiment, which we refer to as Experi-
ments 3a and 3b, also provides for a separate
evaluation of the temporal separation effects
and a comparison, albeit across-experimental,
of the morph false alarm rates and parent hit
rates. Experiment 3a also provides a partial
replication of Experiment 1 and therefore can
be used to test models in a subsequent sec-
tion.

Experiments 3a and 3b  
Experiments 3a and 3b are partial repli-

cations of Experiment 1, with the exception
that no parent faces are shown at test in Ex-
periment 3a, while in Experiment 3b no
morphs are shown at test.

Method
Subjects
There were 119 subjects in Experiment

3a and 112 subjects in Experience 3b. Sub-
jects were tested in 24 groups for each ex-
periment.

Procedure
The study procedures were identical to

Experiments 1 and 2. At test, subjects saw all
36 target faces, 20 distractor faces and either
16 morphs (Experiment 3a) or 16 parent
faces (Experiment 3b). In Experiment 3b, one
parent was randomly selected out of each
parent pair. Subjects made old/new recogni-
tion judgments using the numeric keypads.

Results and Discussion
For Experiment 3a, the hit rate was .637

(SEM= .015) for target faces and the false
alarm rate for the distractors was .281 (.013).
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For Experiment 3b, these numbers changed
only slightly. The hit rate for target faces was
.636 (.010) and for distractors the average
false alarm rate was .301(.021). The hit rates
are nearly identical, and the false alarm rates
do not differ by an unpaired t-test (t(229) =
1.17, n.s.). This indicates that although this
was a between-subjects design, the subjects
did not differ in their placement of criterion,
and therefore the parent hit rates and morph
false alarm rates are directly comparable.

For the morphs and parents, the results
mirror those of Experiment 1, which repli-
cates the finding that the similar morph false
alarm rate is higher than the similar parent hit
rate. However, the differences in Experiment
3 are larger than in Experiment 1. The results
are shown in Table 4. Averaging across sepa-
ration condition, for Experiment 3a the
similar morph false alarm rate was 0.702
(0.025), while for Experiment 3b the similar
parent hit rate was 0.551 (0.027). The morph
false alarm rate is significantly higher than
the parent hit rate (t(229)=5.81, p<0.05). As
in Experiment 1, the reverse held for the dis-
similar morphs and parents, which were sig-
nificantly different but in the opposite
direction (t(229) = 6.05, p<0.05). As with
previous experiments, there was no effect of
temporal separation for either similar or dis-
similar morphs in Experiment 3a (F(1,118)<
1.0). There was a significant effect of tempo-
ral separation for the dissimilar parents in
Experiment 3b, with dissimilar parents more
likely to be identified as old if they were
studied separately (F(1,112) = 6.0, p<0.05).
However, this effect was not found in Ex-
periment 1 and so will not be discussed fur-
ther. There was no effect of temporal
separation for similar parents in Experiment
3b (F(1,112)< 1.0).

Discussion of Experiments 1-3
The results of Experiments 1-3 demon-

strate that distractor items that are similar to
studied parent faces can attract very high
numbers of false alarms. The false alarm rate
to the similar morphs is marginally higher

that the hit rate to the parents in Experiment 1
and much higher in Experiment 3. In addi-
tion, in Experiment 2 subjects chose the
similar morphs over the similar parents 54%
of the time. The reverse is true for morphs
constructed from dissimilar parent faces, al-
though the false alarm rates to the dissimilar
morphs is higher than the false alarms to the
distractor faces.

Despite the high false alarm rates of the
similar morphs, in Experiments 1 - 3 we find
no evidence that the temporal separation ma-
nipulation affected the false alarm rate for
either the similar or dissimilar morphs. This
suggests that if a blending or abstraction
mechanism underlies the high false alarm
rates to the similar morphs, it does not have a
temporal or a contextual component that dif-
ferentiates between sequential presenations
and those that differ by ~7 minutes.

The high false alarm rates to the similar
morphs, and the tendency for the false alarm
rates for even dissimilar morphs to be higher
than the false alarm rates to distractors, sug-
gests the possibility of a blending or binding
mechanism at work that combines the fea-
tures from studied faces to produce a false
alarm to the morph composites. However,
these data are also consistent with familiarity-
based models that predict high false alarm
rates because morph distractors are similar to
many other faces in memory. Below we ex-
amine the ability of these models to account
for the memory illusions evoked by the
morphs.

Quantitative Models of Composite
Stimuli False Alarms

The general strategy of our model testing
will be to see whether an exemplar-based
model can account for the high false alarm
rates seen with the similar and dissimilar
morphs. In a sense the exemplar-based model
will be treated as a null hypothesis, in that if
it can be rejected we will have evidence for
an additional mechanism that somehow com-
bines exemplars to create novel exemplars
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associated with the conjunction stimuli. Note
that we will also have to propose a specific
mechanism within the constraints of the
model and demonstrate that it produces a
significant increase in the model’s ability to
account for the morph false alarm rates. We
will do this by extending the exemplar-based
models to include novel traces that corre-
spond to the morphs. These traces may result
from the binding or blending mechanisms
that have been proposed in the literature, and
in the General Discussion we discuss the
properties of such mechanisms.

The absence of temporal separation ef-
fects in our data makes model-testing much
easier, since many models do not have a
temporal component (although these could
easily be added in many cases). Of course,
the models must account for the false alarm
rates to the morphs described above. How-
ever, any model of these data must account
for other aspects as well. For instance, in Ex-
periment 1 and 3 the dissimilar parent faces
had significantly higher hit rates than the
similar parent faces. This may result from the
fact that when choosing parents that were
very dissimilar from each other, we may
have been forced to choose faces that were
very distinctive. This distinctiveness may
have made the faces more memorable and
resulted in better activation of recollective
processes at test or encoding processes at
study. Thus any model of the data must also
consider the effects of distinctiveness and
typicality, in addition to accounting for the
effects of blending or binding.

The Generalized Context Model (GCM)
described previously is a reasonable model to
use to explain the prototype effects seen with
the morph and parent faces, since it can also
account for the extant conjunction data in the
literature. However, a variant of GCM,
known as Identification, has also been used
to explain face recognition data at a qualita-
tive level Valentine (1991a, 1991b). In this
version of GCM, distinctive faces are more
likely to be encoded into memory, and there-

fore more likely to be identified at test. Be-
low we fit both of these models to our recog-
nition data.

Before describing the modeling proce-
dures, a few words about the representational
space are in order. When fitting the conjunc-
tion data from Kroll et al (1996), we had to
simulate the properties between the faces.
However, for the current data we have access
to a representational space derived from a
multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) of
similarity ratings between all pairs of faces.
The details of these ratings are provided in
Busey (1998), but a brief description of the
procedures is described below.

The target, distractor, parent and morph
faces used in Experiment 1-3 totaled 104
faces. This requires (104*103)/2 = 5356 dif-
ferent ratings in order to measure the similar-
ity between all possible pairs. To obtain
multiple replications on each pair, we asked
372 subjects to make 170 similarity ratings
from this set. These ratings were performed
after the subjects had undergone either Ex-
periment 1 or 2 and so were already familiar
with the range of faces4. Two faces appeared
side-by-side on the monitor and subjects
made a rating between 1 (most similar) and 9
(least similar). These ratings were converted
to z-scores for each subject and combined so
that each of the 5356 pairs of faces had at
least 8 replications. The resulting similarity
matrix was submitted to an multi-dimensional
scaling algorithm that produced 6 interpret-
able dimensions.

After plotting the faces in their locations
in MDS space, it became clear that the first
four dimensions were age and race, facial
hair and facial pudginess. To make these di-
mensions more interpretable for model-

                                               
4Twelve additional subjects participated in a pilot
version of Experiment 1 that was functionally
equivalent to the reported experiment. However,
while their data was not included in Experiment 1,
they also participated in the similarity ratings experi-
ment and their data is also included in the MDS solu-
tion.
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testing, independent ratings on age, race, fa-
cial hair and facial pudginess were obtained
from new subjects for each face and used to
rotate the MDS space so that these dimen-
sions correspond to the veridical axes5. This
does not change the locations of the faces in
MDS space, only their appearance as two-
dimensional projections. This rotation also
allows different attentional allocations on
each dimension during model-testing. For
example, age may be more important for rec-
ognition than race, and a higher attentional
weight on the age dimension will reflect this
during model fitting.

Accounting for Typicality and Blending:
GCM

Nosofsky’s Generalized Context Model
(GCM, Nosofsky, 1986) has previously ac-
counted for prototype effects using only its
exemplar-based structure in recognition
memory experiments (Nosofsky, 1988; Shin
& Nosofsky, 1992; Nosofsky & Zaki, in
press). The basic functions of GCM are given
in Eqs 1-5, which define how similarity is
computed from distance between faces in
MDS space, and describe how summed
similarity is translated into a predicted prob-
ability of saying old to targets and distrac-
tors. In addition to the free parameter c and
those used to convert familiarity to probabil-
ity, GCM also includes attentional weights on
each dimension that serve to enhance one set
of features over another (Nosofsky, 1986,
1991). These weights, wn, are used to stretch
and shrink the dimensions of MDS space and
therefore the distances computed in Eq 1
prior to the computation of similarity.

GCM was applied to the Experiment 1
data by assuming that 32 target faces and 32
parent faces were placed into memory6. For

                                               
5This procedure was developed by Rob Nosofsky,
and uses external ratings to rotate the MDS space
such that the external ratings correlate with the loca-
tions of the stimuli along each axis.
6The original experiments had 104 faces, which in-
cluded 36 target faces. However, all of our available

each test item (including targets, distractors,
parents and morphs), the summed similarity
for each item was computed to give a famili-
arity value via Eq 3 and then converted to a
probability via Eq. 4, with a logistic function
mapping familiarity to the probability of
saying old. There were 8 free parameters: c,
the six attention weight parameters (which
sum to 1.0, giving 5 free parameters) and the
two parameters of the logistic function map-
ping familiarity to probability. The number
of parameters is quite small, considering that
we are fitting 100 data points. Table 5 lists
the estimated parameter values for all model
fits.

Of particular interest is the ability of
GCM to place the similar morph distractors
above the similar parents. To test this, we fit
the data to just the morph and parent data,
and the results are shown in the top panel of
Figure 2, which plots the probability of say-
ing old from the data on the ordinate against
the predicted probability of saying old on the
abscissa. This particular fit emphasizes
GCM’s ability to account for the relation
between the morphs and parents, since this is
the motivation for applying GCM in the first
place.

The scatter plot allows a direct compari-
son of the data to the model’s predictions,
since if the model can account for the data
perfectly, the results should fall on the
oblique line. Although the overall fit is quite
poor, GCM does a reasonable job placing the
morphs (which are distractors that happen to
be similar to several studied faces) above the
other distractors. In addition, the model

                                                                 
MDS programs were limited to 100 stimuli (0-99),
having apparently been programmed by the same
software engineers responsible for the Y2K problem.
As a result, we eliminated 4 target faces in such a
way that neither the mean nor the variance of the
overall target hit rate changed. To verify that this
deletion did not affect our results, we actually did this
twice, choosing a separate set of 4 faces to delete
each time. The overall fits remained quite similar,
and therefore we don’t believe that the deletion of
these faces affects our results.
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places the similar morphs above the associ-
ated parent faces, which can be seen by com-
paring the solid diamonds with the open
diamonds: the solid diamonds are shifted
systematically to the right of the open dia-
monds. This is in accord with the experi-
mental findings that the false alarm rates to
the similar morphs are higher than the hit
rates to their parent faces.

While GCM can account for the proto-
type effects seen with the morphs and parent
faces, it cannot simultaneously account for
other aspects of the data. When GCM is fit to
the entire data from Experiment 1 as shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 2, the overall
model fit improves, but the model no longer
predicts that morphs are chosen as old more
often than the parents. Thus the model cannot
account for the prototype effects seen with
the morphs and simultaneously capture the
other aspects of the data. Part of the diffi-
culty with the fit comes from the fact that
typical faces are still predicted to be called
’old’ more often than distinctive faces, which
is contrary to the data from similar and dis-
similar parents: dissimilar parents tended to
be more distinctive and had a higher hit rate
than similar parents, as shown in Table 2.

Figure 3 demonstrates why GCM may
have had difficulty accounting for all aspects
of the face recognition data. This figure
shows the probability of saying old to targets
(including parent faces) as a function of the
typicality of the parent and target faces,
which is defined as the summed similarity to
all other studied faces. Similarity was com-
puted directly from the MDS distances, using
Eq 2 and a c value of 2.0. Included with this
figure is the best fit of a second order poly-
nomial, which demonstrates a U-shaped
function that results from both very distinc-
tive and very typical faces generating very
high hit rates, with moderately typical faces
generating somewhat lower hit rates. To see
how the different models can account for
distinctive and typical faces, we have circled
two faces that have similar oldness ratings

but lie at opposite ends of this scale. When
these same points are circled in Figure 2, we
see that GCM can account for the typical face
but not the distinctive face, and places typical
faces to the right of distinctive faces where
the reverse is true in the similar and dissimi-
lar parent data.

The U-shaped function of Figure 3 is
consistent with results from Vokey & Read
(1992) that suggest that much of face recog-
nition appears to be driven by processes in
addition to a familiarity mechanism. They
describe a memorability component that is
presumed to represent encoding and retrieval
processes underlying an active search of
memory and which could account for the
finding that distinctive targets are easily rec-
ognized and distinctive distractors are easily
rejected. The similarity of very typical faces
to other faces in memory may result in saying
old on the basis of what they describe as
context-free familiarity, while very distinc-
tive faces may facilitate active memory en-
coding and retrieval processes and result in
an old response on the basis of recollective
processes.  GCM assumes that the more
similar an item is to stored items in memory,
the more likely the subject will say ’old’. As a
result, GCM includes only the familiarity
mechanism described by Vokey & Read
(1992).

Accounting for Distinctiveness: Identifica-
tion

The inability of GCM to account for the
high hit rates to distinctive target faces has
been noted by Valentine (1991a, 1991b), who
suggests that a version of GCM known as
Identification (Nosofsky, 1986, 1987) may be
more appropriate when accounting for face
recognition. In this version of GCM, distinc-
tive faces are more likely to be encoded into
memory, and therefore more likely to be
identified at test. Similarity is still con-
structed from the MDS space via Eq 1 and 2,
but the probability of calling face i old is de-
termined by,
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P("old" | i  presented ) = F [

Max
j⊂All  Faces
    In  Memory

[ηi , j ]

ηi , j
j⊂ All  Faces
    In  Memory

∑ ]

Eq 6
where F is again the logistic function of Eq 5
that in this case maps the similarity ratio into
a probability.

For target and parent faces, this model is
the inverse of GCM, since the max rule in the
numerator of Eq 6 will be 1.0 if a face was
presented at study. This model makes an in-
verse prediction as well: whereas GCM pre-
dicted that more typical faces are more likely
to be called old, the identification version
predicts that distinctive faces are more likely
to be called old. This results from the fact
that a distinctive face will have a very low
summed similarity and therefore a larger
overall fraction. Thus this property of the
model can account for the high hit rates to
the distinctive targets seen in Figure 2. This
model is not quite the inverse of GCM for
distractors, since the numerator is no longer
1.0, and this makes the model potentially
able to account for the high false alarm rates
to the morphs as well. A very typical dis-
tractor will have a large numerator relative to
a distinctive distractor, and thus it may po-
tentially have a higher false alarm rate as
well.

We fit the Identification model of GCM
to the Experiment 1 data, using Eqs 1-2 and
Eq 6 along with a logistic function F to map
the ratio of the max similarity to the summed
similarity into a predicted hit or false alarm
rate. Figure 4 shows the resulting fit of this
model, which includes 8 free parameters: c, 5
attention weights, and two logistic function
parameters. Table 5 lists the estimated pa-
rameter values for all model fits.

While this model is doing a much better
job accounting for the high hit rates to the
distinctive targets, there are systematic de-
viations that suggest that the model is failing
in interesting ways. First, the model cannot

account for the high false alarm rates to the
similar morphs: the filled diamonds are all
shifted to the left of the open diamonds. Ap-
parently the advantage in the numerator of Eq
6 for the morphs is dwarfed by the summed
similarity in the denominator.

In addition to failing to predict the high
false alarm rates to the morphs, the Identifi-
cation version of GCM also has difficulty
fitting data from old items. The open dia-
monds represent parent faces, which by virtue
of their clean-shaven faces tend to be more
typical than other target faces. These open
diamonds appear shifted to the left of the
crosses, suggesting that the model cannot ac-
count for typicality. As in Figure 2, the two
circled points show two studied faces that
have nearly identical hit rates in the data. The
Identification version of GCM has trouble
placing them near each other: as it tries to fit
the typical face, it pushes the distinctive face
above the prediction line.

The successes and failures of both ver-
sions of GCM are instructive for further
model development, and demonstrate the
need to account for both the high hit rates of
distinctive targets, perhaps due to recollective
processes that take advantage of distinctive-
ness, as well as the high hit rates and high
false alarm rates of very typical parents and
morphs, which may be mediated by a famili-
arity-based process. In the next section we
propose just such a model, termed SimSam-
ple, and then show how it can simultaneously
account for the effects of typicality and dis-
tinctiveness. As we will see, however, this
model will also have difficulty accounting for
the very high false alarm rates to the similar
morphs, which suggests that exemplar-based
models may not be sufficient to account for
the prototype effects seen with the morphs
and parents.

Accounting for both Typicality and Dis-
tinctiveness: The SimSample Model

To account for both typicality and dis-
tinctiveness that may contribute to familiarity
and recollective processes respectively, below
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we develop a model that uses the similarity
structure of the face space in conjunction
with a sampling rule that samples items from
memory. In designing this model, we rely as
much as possible on proven mechanisms
from categorization and memory research. In
addition to adopting the MDS structure from
GCM, we also adapt the sampling mecha-
nism from the SAM model (Gillund & Shif-
frin, 1984). This provides support for the
various model assumptions, since the mecha-
nisms that SimSample adopts have been quite
successful in the categorization and memory
domains.

The SimSample model samples from
memory according to the similarity of a face
in memory to the test face; thus the name
SimSample. To develop the SimSample
model we assume that similarity is con-
structed from the MDS face space according
to Eqs 1-2. We then assume that at test, the
test face is used to probe memory, and ex-
actly one face is sampled from memory. Not
all items are equally likely to be sampled,
however. The probability that the observer
samples face k in memory given face i was
presented at test is,

P(sample k |i  presented) =
ηi, k

ηi, j
j⊂All  Faces
    In  Memory

∑ Eq 7

which is simply the Luce Choice Rule7. We
then assume that the sampled face is com-
pared with the test face, and if they are simi-
lar enough the observer concludes that they
have a match and says "old". This involves a
criterion such that if face k is sampled when
face i is used to probe memory,

Say  " old"  if  ηi, k > criterion Eq 8

where the similarity criterion is a free pa-
rameter and ηi,k is the similarity between test

                                               
7This is similar to the sampling rule proposed in Gil-
lund and Shiffrin’s SAM model (1984), although
SAM uses strengths rather than similarities to com-
pute the Luce Choice ratio.

face i and sampled face k. If the similarity
between the sampled item and the test face is
less than the criterion, the model predicts that
the observer will say "new". More formally,
we can compute the probability of saying old
to item i as the probability of sampling all
items that are similar enough such that if
sampled, the observer would say old. Define
function θ(ηi,k) such that

Θ(ηi ,k ) =
1

0
 
 
 

   
if  ηi, k > criterion

if  ηi, k < criterion
Eq 9

which is simply the probability that the ob-
server will say old to item i given  item k is
sampled. The probability that the observer
says old when viewing face i at test is,

P("old" | i  presented ) = P(sample  k |i  presented )Θ(ηi, k )
k ⊂ faces  in

memory

∑

Eq 10
where the first term inside the summation
comes from Eq 7 and the second from Eq 9.

For a variety of reasons it is reasonable
to assume that the similarity criterion in Eqs
8 and 9 is not fixed, but has normally distrib-
uted variability due to some internal noise or
differences across subjects. In this case, we
can redefine Eq 9 according to a cumulative
gaussian function with mean set to the crite-
rion and standard deviation set to a free pa-
rameter critSD,

Θ(ηi ,k ) =
e−( x−criterion )2 /2 critSD2

2  π  critSD2
−∞

ηi ,k

∫ dx Eq 11

which implies that if ηi,k equals the criterion,
the probability that the observer says old
when face k is sampled is 0.5. No modifica-
tion of Eq 10 is necessary to accommodate
this change to θ(ηi,k).

The sampling and criterion assumptions
embodied by Eqs 7, 10 and 11 are related to
the sampling and testing processes of the
SAM model, although in SAM the model is
allowed to sample multiple times, whereas
the SimSample model is only allowed to
sample once. Various multiple-sampling ver-
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sions of SimSample were attempted, with
little success.

The SimSample model has 8 free pa-
rameters (which is the same number as the
two previous models): 1 generalization gra-
dient parameter c, 5 attention weights, the
response criterion and the standard deviation
of the response criterion.

Summary of the model and predictions
The SimSample model embodies several

principles. Faces are placed into memory at
study and are represented in terms of their
locations in the MDS face space. At test, a
test face i is used to sample one face from
memory. This sampling process is biased
such that faces nearby in face space are more
likely to be sampled. Once a face is sampled,
it is compared with the test face and if they
are similar enough, the observer says ’old’.
Note that in terms of model fitting, targets
and parents are studied items, while distrac-
tors and morphs appear only at test. Thus
distractors and morphs do not have a trace in
memory to be sampled, but we do know the
locations of the distractors (including the
morphs) in MDS space and can use this to
compute the similarity to other items in
memory.

In order to account for the data from Ex-
periment 1-3, the SimSample model must
account for four characteristics of the data:

1) As Figure 3 demonstrates, distinctive
target faces have very high hit rates. This
may result from recollective mechanisms
taking advantage of the distinctive features of
these faces.

2) Distractors (which tended to be dis-
tinctive) have very low false alarm rates.

3) Morphs created from similar parents
have a false alarm rate that is higher than the
hit rate to the associated parents. This proto-
type-like effect is consistent with a blending
hypothesis, although an exemplar-based
model may be able to account for this effect
as described below.

4) As Figure 3 demonstrates, very typi-

cal parents have higher hit rates than moder-
ately typical parents, and some as high as
distinctive faces.

As we have seen, neither GCM nor the
Identification version could account for all of
these effects simultaneously. Below we de-
scribe how in principle the SimSample model
can account for each of these aspects of the
data.

Effects of Distinctiveness
The upper-left panel of Figure 5 demon-

strates how the SimSample model accounts
for the high hit rates to distinctive targets. A
distinctive target is not similar to many other
items in memory, making the denominator in
Eq 7 small. When sampling its own item in
memory, the numerator in Eq. 7 is 1.0, and
for all other faces the numerator is much less
than 1.0. This implies that distinctive faces
are very likely to sample their own image in
memory, and of course when they do, i = k,
and ηi,k = 1.0, which exceeds the similarity
criterion in Eq 8. Less distinctive targets are
less likely to sample themselves in memory,
since even though the numerator is still 1.0 in
Eq 7, the denominator is larger for more
typical faces. When a moderately typical test
face samples other faces in memory, they
may be far enough away such that ηi,k < cri-
terion and the observer will incorrectly say
’new’. Thus the SimSample model correctly
predicts that more distinctive target faces will
have higher hit rates than less distinctive tar-
gets.

The upper-right panel of Figure 5 dem-
onstrates how SimSample accounts for the
low false alarm rates to distinctive distractors.
As with target faces, a distinctive distractor
will sample some face in memory. However,
it cannot sample itself because it wasn’t
placed into memory at test. If there are no
faces near enough to fall inside the criterion
in MDS space, the observer will never make
a false alarm. The noise added to the criterion
insures that all distractors have above-zero
false alarm rates, but the model predicts (cor-
rectly) that distinctive distractors will have
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the lowest false alarm rates.
Effects of Typicality
The bottom panels of Figure 5 demon-

strate how SimSample can in principle ac-
count for the high false alarm rates to the
morphs created from similar parents, as well
as the relatively high hit rates to typical par-
ents. When a morph is used to probe mem-
ory, it cannot sample itself because it was not
presented at study. However, it does have the
opportunity to sample nearby items in mem-
ory and will produce a false alarm if the
sampled item is inside the criterion. In the
case of the morphs created from similar par-
ents, there are likely to be at least two studied
faces (the two parents) that are similar
enough to fall inside the criterion. In addi-
tion, the morphs tend to be among the most
typical of faces, since the morphing proce-
dures tend to place the morphs near the mid-
dle of MDS face space (Busey, 1998). Thus
the SimSample model correctly predicts
higher false alarm rates to the morphs than to
more distinctive distractors.

This same explanatory principle can ac-
count for the fact that very typical parents
have higher hit rates than moderately typical
parents, as seen in Figure 3. Typical parents
are likely to be similar to lots of other faces
in memory, and even though such a face is
not very likely to sample its own trace in
memory, it is very likely to sample a nearby
face. Typical parents have lots of other faces
nearby, and if one of these is sampled the
observer will say old. When this happens, the
observer is making a correct response but
doing so for the wrong reason. Less typical
parents have fewer opportunities to sample
nearby faces that would generate an old rat-
ing, and therefore cannot take advantage of
incorrect samplings that result in a correct
decision.

Accounting for High Morph False
Alarm Rates

The development of the SimSample
model has two goals. First, we would like to
account for the effects of distinctiveness and

typicality within a single-process model, and
the above discussion demonstrates how the
model, at least at the qualitative level, can do
this. The second goal is to investigate ab-
straction or blending mechanisms that may
underlie the finding that observers are more
likely to say old to a morph than to its par-
ents, as long as the parents are similar. As
described above, the SimSample model pre-
dicts higher false alarm rates to similar
morphs than dissimilar morphs or other dis-
tractors. However, it is less clear that the
model can account for the Experiment 2
finding that observers are more likely to say
old to a morph (which they have never seen)
than to its associated parents (which they
have seen). In principle the model can ac-
count for this effect. Consider the logic de-
scribed in the bottom panel of Figure 5.
Suppose that the gray circle is a morph and
the two black circles are its parents. In this
case the morph has two opportunities to sam-
ple a nearby face that would produce an old
response. However, if one of the parent faces
was tested instead, the criterion circle may
exclude the other parent, making the parent
sample itself in order to produce an ’old’ re-
sponse. This situation would produce predic-
tions that are consistent with the data: the
morph would have a higher false alarm rate
than the hit rate to either parent. However,
the criterion is constrained by other aspects of
the data, and therefore it may be possible to
falsify this version of SimSample when fit-
ting the oldness ratings to all of the data.

Figure 6 shows the fit of the SimSample
model to the Experiment 3 data. Overall the
fit is much better than either GCM or the
Identification version of GCM, with a root-
mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.1462. This
good fit is obtained with no increase in the
number of free parameters over the previous
two models. Our first goal in developing the
SimSample model was to account for both
the effects of typicality and distinctiveness.
The two circled data points in Figure 6 are
the same typical and distinctive faces shown
circled in Figures 2 and 4. The previous
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model fits placed these two points far apart,
despite their almost identical hit rates. How-
ever, the SimSample process successfully
places both faces quite near each other and
near the diagonal. Similar examples can be
found throughout the data, demonstrating
that the model can correctly account for the
high hit rates to both very typical and very
distinctive faces. Thus effects attributable to
both familiarity and recollective mechanisms
can be accounted for by the single-process
SimSample model.

In addition to incorporating the effects of
both typicality and distinctiveness, the Sim-
Sample model also correctly predicts the low
false alarm rates to the distractors, and ac-
counts for the higher false alarm rates to the
morphs than the distractors, even though
neither was seen at study. Thus of the four
characteristics of the data described above,
the SimSample model can account for the
first, second and fourth characteristics. There
are several systematic deviations in the data,
most notably the fact that for studied items
there appears to be more variability in the
data than in the predictions, which gives the
overall fit a curvilinear shape. This might
result from aspects of memory that are not
captured by the similarity ratings. For exam-
ple, a small blemish on a face might make it
very memorable, but subjects may ignore this
when making similarity ratings. In addition,
very typical faces may be judged against
some other more global aspects of faces
(Levin, 1996) rather than just the similarity
to studied faces. While these suggest future
work, overall the model captures most of the
qualitative and quantitative aspects of the
data.

What is more important to our central
question is whether the model can account
for the fact that observers label the similar
morphs as old more often than the associated
similar parents. Despite the success with dis-
tinctive and typical targets and distractors,
the SimSample model places the similar
morphs systematically below the parents. Ta-

ble 6 shows the mean oldness ratings for tar-
gets and distractors, as well as both similar
and dissimilar morphs and the parents, along
with the SimSample model predictions for all
six types of stimuli.

Clearly this exemplar-based version of
the model has trouble accounting for the high
false alarm rates to the similar morphs. There
are two possible reasons for this. First, our
current exemplar-based model, which ac-
counting for many of the effects of typicality
and distinctiveness, may not be formulated
correctly to handle the behavior of faces that
are very similar to other faces. Various exten-
sions to this model were attempted in the
hopes of saving the exemplar based version
of the model. However, none of the exten-
sions had much of an improvement over the
current version of the SimSample model, and
none could push the morph false alarm rate
over the parent hit rate for the similar
morphs.

Accounting for Blending: Prototype
mechanisms

When faced with the apparent failure of
an exemplar-based model to account for
prototype effects such as the high false alarm
rates to the morphs, a traditional approach
within the categorization literature is to ex-
tend an exemplar-based account with hy-
pothesized prototypes that are assumed to
exist in memory as the result of some ab-
straction or blending process. When working
in MDS space, an exemplar model is altered
to include the assumption that at study some
form of binding or blending mechanism cre-
ates faint traces called prototypes at the loca-
tions of the morphs in MDS space. For our
present purposes we will not specify the exact
nature of this mechanism, only indicate that
its output creates a new exemplar (the proto-
type) in MDS space at the locations of the
morphs. In the General Discussion we will
consider possible process-based models that
would produce such a new exemplar. Evi-
dence for or against the existence of such a
mechanism is found by adding a weighting
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parameter to the prototype component and
fitting this as a free parameter. In some cases
the estimated value is zero, implying no
prototyping or abstraction mechanisms (e.g.
Shin & Nosofsky, 1992). In other cases, the
estimated parameter value is above zero,
which has been interpreted in the categoriza-
tion literature as evidence for some form of
abstraction mechanism (e.g. Homa, et al.,
1993).

With this logic in mind we introduced a
prototype mechanism into the SimSample
model. This was done by assuming that as
the two parent faces are studied, a combina-
tion of the two faces is also created in mem-
ory. The location of this combination is
assumed to be near the average of the two
parent faces in MDS space, although for the
purposes of the present model fits we as-
sumed that the prototype was created at the
location of the morph in the MDS face space.
Previously Busey (1998) demonstrated that
the morph face was quite close to the ex-
pected location in MDS space, with the ex-
ception of two small biases produced by the
morphing operation. Thus there appears to be
a close correspondence between the actual
and expected location of the morph in MDS
space, although since we know (and use) the
exact location of the morph in MDS space
this is less important.

 A prototype mechanism for the morphs
was introduced by modifying Eq 7 as fol-
lows. We assume that the prototype acts as a
weak or faint trace in memory that is possible
to sample via the SimSample process. The
strength of the prototype trace is a free pa-
rameter, and the strength affects both the
likelihood that a prototype is sampled, as
well as the probability of saying old if it is
sampled. In general, when sampling items
from memory, the probability that face k is
sampled (where k can now be either a parent,
a target or a morph) is,

P(sample k |i  presented) =
ηi ,k

ηi, j
j⊂All  Faces
    In  Memory

∑ + pw ηi , j
j⊂ prototypes
    

∑

Eq 12
for faces actually studied, and,

P(sample k |i  presented) =
ηi ,k

ηi, j
j⊂All  Faces
    In  Memory

∑ + pw ηi , j
j⊂ prototypes
    

∑

Eq 13
for the morphs. In both Eq 12 and Eq 13, pw
is the prototype weight that is freely esti-
mated. Once a face has been sampled (and
now a prototype may be the sampled face),
the probability that the observer says old is
related to the similarity between the test face
and the sampled face as in Eq 8. This is
modified such that if the morph is sampled,
the similarity used to compute the probability
of saying old via Eq 9 is reduced by the pro-
totype weight. This is in keeping with the
idea that the prototype trace is fainter than a
real face’s trace, and this influences both the
sampling and decision processes8. This as-
sumption implies that we compute Θ(pw ηi,k)
when a prototype is sampled, rather than
Θ(ηi,k) as in Eq. 9. To compute the overall
probability of saying old to item i, we com-
pute,

P("old" |i  presented) =
P(sample k |i  presented)Θ(ηi, k )

k ⊂ faces  in
memory

∑ +

P(sample k |i  presented)Θ( pw ηi , k )
k ⊂ prototypes

∑

Eq 14

which simply extends Eq 9 to include the
possibility of sampling a prototype, and if
one is indeed sampled, the probability of
saying old. Note that this addition of proto-

                                               
8A version of the model in which the prototype
weight influenced only the sampling process, not the
decision process, was attempted, although the fit was
markedly worse.
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types to the SimSample model is somewhat
arbitrary, since it assumes that prototypes are
only created between two parents and not
between any other pairs of faces. However,
since we are only probing the locations be-
tween two parents with the morphs, this
seems like a reasonable assumption. In a later
section we discuss versions of the model that
assumes that prototypes are created for all
possible pairs of faces, not just between par-
ent faces.

The addition of prototypes to the Sim-
Sample model reduces the RMSE by a mod-
est amount, with the RMSE reducing to
0.1441, which not quite a significant im-
provement in error9 (F(1,90) = 3.67; p=0.06).
Inspection of the fits, however, suggests that
an alternative mechanism proposed by Met-
calfe (1990) might be a more appropriate
mechanism. She suggests that blending is
more likely to occur between similar items.
Knapp & Anderson (1984) propose a similar
model in which prototypes only form be-
tween similar exemplars. In our data, the fits
to the similar morphs do increase with the
addition of the prototype, but so do the dis-
similar morphs by an equal amount. Inspec-
tion of the original SimSample model fit in
Figure 6 reveals that the SimSample model
was already fitting most of the dissimilar
morphs, and the addition of a prototype actu-
ally hurts the fit of these faces. This suggests
that different prototype values should be as-
signed to the similar and dissimilar morphs.
We fit such a model, and found that it did a
much better job than a single prototype ver-
sion. We then generalized this rule such that
the prototype value for each morph was pro-
portional to the similarity between the two
parents. For morph i, this was computed as,
                                               
9The formula for computing the F ratio is:

F* =
SSE( R) − SSE(F )

df R − df F

÷ MSE(F)  where SSE

= RMSE2 * (n-p) for the full and reduced models (n
is the number of data points and p is the number of
free parameters). This statistic is distributed approxi-
mately F(df R − df F,df F )  when Ho holds.

pwi = (ηi,p1 + ηi,p2) ρ Eq 15

where pwi is the prototype weight for morph
i for use with Eqs 12, 13 and 14, ηi,p1 is the

similarity of the morph to parent 1 and ηi,p2

is the similarity of the morph to parent 2. The
free parameter ρ is the constant of propor-
tionality that relates the similarity of the par-
ents to the appropriate value for the
prototyping effect. The parameter pwi is no
longer freely estimated, but instead depends
upon the free parameter ρ and the similarity
of the two parent faces p1 and p2.

The resulting model fit of the SimSam-
ple model with proportional prototypes is
shown in Figure 7. The fit to the morphs is
much improved over Figure 6 (SimSample),
with a RMSE of 0.1411. This reduction in
error relative to the original SimSample
model is statistically significant despite the
free parameter10 (F(1,90) = 7.70; p<0.05) and
it is better than the previous prototype model
which had the same number of free parame-
ters.  More importantly, this model now cor-
rectly predicts that similar morphs will have a
higher oldness rating than their parents, as
shown in Table 6. This model also does a
much better job accounting for the dissimilar
morphs as well, although it still has a trouble
accounting for the dissimilar parents, which
tend to be more distinctive. Surprisingly, this
model improves the fit to all 16 morphs with
the addition of only 1 free parameter, and
produces a qualitative change in the predic-
tions. Although the model is only accounting
for about 57% of the variance, and an hy-
pothesis test would certainly reject the model,
it is correctly ordering the means in Table 6
and the model’s predictions are much im-
proved over previous models based on GCM.

The prototype extension implied by Eq

                                               
10In all model fits the RMSE is corrected for the
number of free parameters, such that the sum of
squared errors is divided by the number of data points
minus the number of free parameters.
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15 was only computed for the morph loca-
tions. This is an arbitrary assumption, and
although we were only probing these loca-
tions at test, any blending mechanism must
be assumed to act in some capacity between
all pairs of faces, not just between the 16 ar-
bitrarily-chosen parent pairs. We imple-
mented a model that assumes that prototypes
are created between all pairs of faces, the
faintness of which was proportional to the
similarity of the pair of faces. Since there are
64 faces in memory (32 targets and 32 par-
ents), this implies the creation of ((64-
1)*64)/2 = 2016 prototypes. The faintness of
the prototypes was computed via Eq 15, and
if a prototype was sampled, the probability of
saying old was given by the second half of
Eq 14. This model produces a RMSE of
0.1421, which is comparable to that produced
by the original SimSample with Proportional
Prototypes model and uses the same number
of free parameters. It also produces a statisti-
cally significant reduction in error relative to
the original SimSample model (F(1,91) =
6.36; p<0.05). Computationally this model is
expensive, since it must compute the sam-
pling process across all 2080 items in mem-
ory, making this model somewhat difficult to
work with. A version that included a pruning
mechanism that allowed prototypes to form
between pairs of faces that were more similar
than a criterion was also fit, which produced
a RMSE of 0.1377. This is a significant error
reduction relative to the original SimSample
model despite the fact that this model has two
additional free parameters (F(2,90) = 6.82;
p<0.05). Together the success of all three
prototype models demonstrate that a proto-
type mechanism improves the fit of the Sim-
Sample model despite the additional free
parameter or parameters.

Converging Evidence: Fits to Forced
Choice Data

No new model, especially one that in-
cludes prototypes, should be based on the
evidence of only one paradigm or experi-
ment. In the following section we use the

data from Experiment 2 and Experiment 3a to
provide converging evidence that 1) current
exemplar-based models are insufficient to
handle face recognition data, 2) the SimSam-
ple model does a much better job fitting data
from face recognition experiments, and 3) a
version of SimSample that includes proto-
types still does a better job of accounting for
the high false alarm rates to the similar
morphs than a version without prototypes.
All of these conclusions are entirely consis-
tent with the results of the Experiment 1
SimSample model fits.

A forced-choice task differs in important
ways from old/new recognition. First, the
subject does not have to set a criterion for
saying old or new. Their task is to simply
choose the face that they believe occurred
during the study session. This eliminates cri-
terion shifts that may selectively affect the
morphs. Second, when considering the rate at
which the subjects choose face a over face b
(which is our dependent measure in forced
choice) must consider the relative evidence
for a over b. One formulation, adapted from
categorization tasks, takes the form of a rela-
tive comparison involving an exponential,

P(Choose a | a  and  b) =
eζA

eζA + eζB
Eq. 16

where A represents the evidence for face a, B
represents the evidence for face b. The free
parameter ζ represents the extent to which
small differences between the evidence for
faces a and b are magnified into a large like-
lihood of choosing face a. For example, for
small ζ, virtually all choosing probabilities
will be close to 0.5, since the exponents will
all be close to 0. However, for large ζ, this
emphasizes the impact that A and B can have,
such that if A dominates B only slightly, the
subject will be very likely to say “a”. Thus ζ
can be thought of as a confidence parameter
that indicates how much the evidence of a
over b influences the resulting choosing rate
for face a.

Eq. 16 can be used to adapt all three
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major models to produce predictions for the
forced-choice recognition paradigm if we
assume that the subject computes the prob-
ability of saying old to faces a and b via the
equations appropriate to each model, which
provides the values A and B for Eq 16. In
situations where A and B are about equal
(that is, subjects are equally likely to say old
to faces a and b), the probability of choosing
face a will be close to 0.5. However, as one
face tends to dominate, Eq 16 will get closer
to 1.0.

The fits to the three major models are
shown in Figure 8. The conclusions mirror
those from Experiment 1. Neither GCM nor
its Identification version fit very well, with a
tendency to bunch predictions together for
the various stimulus types. In addition, nei-
ther model succeeds in placing the similar
morphs above the similar parents. The Sim-
Sample fit is much better, with significantly
lower RMSE (0.1120) despite having the
same number of parameters. However, it too
has difficulty placing the similar morphs
above the similar parents, as shown in Table
6. Best fitting parameters and error values for
all models are shown in Table 5.

The prototype extensions that were ap-
plied to the SimSample model in Experiment
1 were also implemented for Experiment 2.
A single prototype model produced a signifi-
cant decrease in RMSE, which was 0.1060
(F(1,90) = 11.48; p<0.05), while the propor-
tional prototype version produced an even
better fit, with an RMSE equal to 0.0968
(F(1,90) = 30.75; p<0.05). In addition, the
prototype models were the only versions of
SimSample that could place the similar
morphs above their parents, as shown in Ta-
ble 6. A version in which prototypes were
created between all possible pairs of faces
(conditioned on a threshold similarity) accu-
rately predicts that similar morphs would be
chosen slightly more often than the similar
parents, and produced a RMSE of 0.1066,
which is significantly better than the original
SimSample fit. These results confirm the Ex-

periment 1 data and demonstrate that even
with a different test procedure, a prototype
mechanism still provides a better fit of the
exemplar-based SimSample model.

Additional support for the SimSample
model comes from fits to Experiment 3a,
which is a partial replication of Experiment
1. This experiment was identical to Experi-
ment 1 except that it did not include the par-
ents at test. Nevertheless, the data still
provide a test for the various models, since
the rest of the data still constrain the pre-
dicted morph false alarm rates. Thus these
fits, in addition to providing a replication,
demonstrate how inter-related the various
stimuli are, such that the morphs may not be
fit even in the absence of constraining factors
from the parent hit rates.

The fits mirror those from Experiment 1,
and the best-fitting parameter values are
shown in Table 5. SimSample produced a
better fit than either GCM or the Identifica-
tion version. In addition, both versions of the
prototype mechanism produced significantly
better fits that the original SimSample model,
despite the additional free parameter for each
prototype version. For a single prototype ver-
sion, the RMSE was 0.1397 (F(1,91) = 4.95,
p<0.05), and for the proportional prototype
version, the RMSE was 0.1391 (F(1,91) =
5.77, p<0.05).

Summary of Modeling
Across three experiments and two para-

digms, we find support for the SimSample
model over previous exemplar-based models.
Versions of SimSample that included a pro-
totype extension produced significant de-
creases in error in all three experiments, and
the version that included a mechanism that
produced prototypes on the basis of the simi-
larity between parent faces produced the best
fits in all three experiments.

Summary and Conclusions
The major goal of the present work is to

investigate the possible contributions of
blending or binding mechanisms in face rec-
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ognition. Previous work using conjunction
stimuli composed of parts of studied faces
found evidence for high false alarm rates to
the conjunction stimuli. However, these
authors fail to consider similarity or famili-
arity as an alternative explanation. Simula-
tions of the GCM model suggests that while
GCM could account for effects that a binding
explanation cannot, the model produced poor
quantitative fits. However, these poor fits
may have resulted from our simulation of the
similarity relations, not from any inadequacy
in the model itself. The current experiments
provide enough data to test existing exem-
plar-based models.

To address the role of blending or bind-
ing mechanisms in a robust paradigm that
would allow for model testing, we con-
structed physical blends that were used as
distractors at test. The data from three ex-
periments demonstrate extremely high false
alarm rates to morphs constructed from
similar parents, although we never find ef-
fects that can be tied to whether the parent
faces are studied sequentially or separately.

Existing exemplar based models based
on summed similarity could not simultane-
ously account for the high morph false alarm
rates and the high discriminability of distinc-
tive faces. To explain these effects we devel-
oped a model, termed SimSample, which
could place a very typical face at the same
predicted oldness rating with a very distinc-
tive face. This model can therefore account
for much of the effects of the similarity
structure between the faces, including possi-
ble contributions of familiarity and recall-
based mechanisms. However, the SimSample
model could not place the similar morphs
above their parents.

Two different versions of prototype
models were fit to the data from the three
experiments, which include both old/new
recognition and forced-choice paradigms. A
prototype mechanism is assumed such that
the locations of the morphs in MDS space act
as very faint traces in memory, and contrib-

ute partially to the SimSample process. In
general, the prototype versions of SimSample
performed significantly better than the origi-
nal version of the model. In all three experi-
ments, the best fitting model included a
prototype mechanism in which the contribu-
tion from each prototype is not fixed for all
morphs, but instead is related to the similarity
of the morph to its parents. Note that these
different prototype weights for each morph
that appear to be required are above and be-
yond the effects of similarity of the morph to
its parents, which the exemplar-based version
already assumes. The original SimSample
process can correctly place similar morphs
above dissimilar morphs due to the similarity
between the similar morphs and their parents.
It also appears that similar morphs need pro-
portionately more prototype weight than the
dissimilar morphs. This is consistent with the
idea that blending between two faces is more
likely to occur for faces that are closer to-
gether.

Finding a prototype model that can ac-
count for the high false alarm rates to the
morphs does not, of course, rule out all ex-
emplar-based models. However, we have fit
the leading exemplar-based models, including
many different variants of a model we devel-
oped, and found no exemplar model that
could account for the data from the similar
morphs. These models have successful ac-
counted for a wide range of phenomenon in
categorization and recognition, and there was
every expectation that they would provide a
good account of the present design as well.
These models have previously been applied
to stimuli such as random-dot patterns and
schematic faces, which has the advantage of
reducing the idiosyncratic responding on the
basis of the subjects. However, this behavior
may have contributed to our distinctiveness
effects seen with naturalistic faces, and there-
fore requiring the SimSample model to pro-
vide an account of distinctiveness. In
addition, in most categorization and recogni-
tion experiments using prototypes, a single
prototype is created from a set of relatively
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homogenous exemplars such as polygons or
random dot patterns, while we had 16 differ-
ent prototype stimuli which placed more con-
straints on the model.

Any exemplar model that attempts to ac-
count for these data must have mechanisms
that can simultaneously account for the high
false alarm rates to the morphs and the ex-
cellent discriminability of the distinctive
faces. Thus, an exemplar-based model must
include some additional machinery other than
summed similarity to account for these ef-
fects. We attempted a variety of model exten-
sions, all of which were unsuccessful at
improving the fit of an exemplar-based ver-
sion of SimSample to the similar morph false
alarm rates. These models  include mecha-
nisms such as an expanding criterion that de-
pends upon the summed similarity between
the test face and all faces in memory, a clus-
tering mechanism, and other extensions.
None of these exemplar-based extensions
could account for the high false alarm rates
seen with the similar morphs.

These results are somewhat at odds with
the conclusions of Homa et al. (1993), who
suggest that it is unlikely that subjects are
able to produce abstractions when the train-
ing patterns are seen only once at study.
However, their random polygons may have
been less familiar to subjects than our faces,
and our experience with faces may make ab-
stractions such as blending easier to accom-
plish.

An alternative explanation for the pro-
totype effects seen in the data is that the
SimSample model is incorrect in its account
of items that are similar to other items in
memory. This effect of typicality was han-
dled within the SimSample model by favor-
ing nearby items during the sampling
process. If a nearby item is sampled and is
also inside the decision criterion, the model
predicts the observer will say ’old’ even
though the wrong item was sampled. While
this process was successful at accounting for
the hit rates of both very distinctive and very

typical faces, it was insufficient to account
for the morphs unless an explicit prototype
mechanism was assumed. Rather than re-
quiring a prototype mechanism, the model’s
account of typicality might be wrong, and
some other mechanism applied to the exem-
plars in memory could account for the pro-
totype effects seen in the morphs. Although
this could be the case, we would like to stress
that all of the assumptions underlying the
SimSample model come from models based
on a vast literature involving categorization
and recognition memory. The generalization
gradient relating distance to similarity comes
from Shepard (1974), the geometric model
comes from the categorization literature (see
Nosofsky, 1992 for a review), and the sam-
pling and decision rules are adapted from the
recognition memory literature, including the
SAM model (Gillund and Shiffrin, 1984;
Raaijmankers & Shiffrin, 1981). It is inter-
esting to note that the sampling and decision
rules have usually been applied to recall
rather that recognition, and the success of
these rules in the present case suggest that
similar mechanisms may be at work in areas
as diverse as word recall and face recogni-
tion.

A second alternative explanation for the
prototype effects seen with the morphs is that
there is something special about morphs, such
that observers may treat morphs differently.
A detailed analysis of the location of the
morph stimuli in MDS space was performed
on the current faces by Busey (1998), in
which potential biases introduced by the
morphing operation were examined. This
analysis revealed that while morphs appear
more typical than the parent faces, such ef-
fects were due solely to the geometry of
MDS space, since the average of any two
points in a high-dimensional space is likely to
be closer to the centroid than either two
points. Two other biases were identified:
morphs tend to appear younger and pudgier
than predicted on the basis of the parent
faces, which biases the morph in MDS space.
However, all of these biases were taken into
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account by the location of the morphs in
MDS space and therefore cannot affect the
resulting model fits in the present case. It re-
mains possible, however, that some aspects
of the morphing operation may not show up
in the similarity ratings (and therefore not be
represented in the MDS solution), such as the
tendency for the morph to appear smoother
than real faces. This in turn may have in-
creased the probability of saying ’old’ to the
morphs. One way to address this issue is to
perform the model fits using the raw similar-
ity values rather than the output of the MDS,
mapping rated similarity to computed simi-
larity using a power function. We fit several
versions of SimSample with the raw similar-
ity ratings to both the Experiment 1 and 2
data, and found that a) overall the fits were
somewhat worse than the MDS-based fits
and b) none of the models could account for
the prototype effects seen with the morphs.
Thus it appears that the MDS algorithm may
have reduced the noise seen in the raw simi-
larity ratings, but doesn’t do so by removing
critical information that otherwise would al-
low SimSample to account for the prototype
effects. Even if this explanation is correct, it
would not explain why subjects exhibit the
bias to respond ’old’ to the morphs.

Other models from the memory litera-
ture might also account for the effects of
typicality and distinctiveness seen in the pre-
sent data, and these models might also pre-
dict the false alarm rates to the morphs.
Hintzman’s Minerva 2 model has previously
been shown to be able to account for abstrac-
tions (Hintzman, 1986). The challenge with
such models is to construct a set of input
vectors that represents the similarity relations
between the faces as expressed by their loca-
tions in MDS space. One possibility that we
begun to explore in related work is to use the
coordinates of the six MDS dimensions as
input to Minerva 2. In preliminary investiga-
tions, the model could not account for the
high false alarm rates to the similar morphs.
However, it is not clear that the MDS coordi-
nates represent the best input vectors to this

model, and we are continuing to pursue these
investigations.

Characteristics of a Prototype Mechanism
In proposing a prototype mechanism, we

have specified only its output (new exemplars
in MDS space) rather than its process. If such
a mechanism does exist, we might specify its
likely characteristics.

First, such a mechanism appears not to
have a temporal component, or if it does the
temporal window is longer than the 5 minute
study period of each experiment. This might
be consistent with a blending mechanism that
works without conscious input from the sub-
jects, since any control processes that may
have been active during encoding appear not
to have much of an influence. For example,
blending did not seem to be more likely to
occur between two sequential faces. Despite
this lack of temporal separation effects, one
would certainly expect a blending mechanism
to have some kind of window; one would not
expect blending or mis-binding to occur be-
tween faces learned decades apart.

Second, the prototype mechanism ap-
pears to combine features according to an
averaging of features or some other central
tendency mechanism that would correspond
to the mathematical blending performed on
our images. This is in contrast to the binding
mechanism proposed in the memory illusion
literature in which features are combined
from different faces. The difficulty in distin-
guishing between these two prototype
mechanisms is that both versions predict high
conjunction errors since the composite face is
similar to two faces in memory. Thus it
would be difficult to empirically distinguish
between the two theories.

Whatever the method of prototype for-
mation, it appears that such a mechanism is
more likely to construct a prototype from
stimuli that are similar than between those
that are dissimilar. In all three experiments in
the present article, a proportional prototype
mechanism fit better than a single prototype
mechanism, despite the fact that they have
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the same number of free parameters. This
effect is above and beyond the effects of
similarity in the model, since the model can
already account for the fact similar morphs
have higher false alarm rates than dissimilar
morphs.

Implications for Memory Illusions
This work was motivated in part from

findings in the memory illusion literature that
demonstrate high errors to conjunction dis-
tractors. As we point out in the introduction,
the existing memory illusion data are some-
what difficult to interpret, and some of the
observed effects are explained by a familiar-
ity-based model but not by a binding expla-
nation. To support the contribution of a
familiarity-based mechanism like GCM, we
find strong evidence that similarity affects
the conjunction error rates: similar morphs
produce higher error rates than dissimilar
morphs. Thus, memory illusion work needs
to acknowledge the contributions of a famili-
arity mechanism to account for many of their
effects.

Despite a contribution of similarity, a
summed-similarity mechanism appears not to
be the entire story, at least if naturalistic
faces are used as stimuli. GCM could not
provide good quantitative fits in simulations
of extant memory illusion data nor our face
recognition data. In our own data, familiar-
ity-based models cannot simultaneously ac-
count for both the high morph false alarm
rate and the good discriminability of distinc-
tive faces. Even a model that can account for
the data from both typical and distinctive
faces (SimSample) could not account for the
similar morphs without prototypes. In addi-
tion, our work was done with blended rather
than conjunction prototypes, which have
been suggested as providing stronger evi-
dence for a blending mechanism (Schooler &
Tanaka, 1991). Thus our findings can be
taken as support for the conclusions derived
from memory illusion data. There may in-
deed be some sort of binding or blending
mechanism at work with the faces in memory

that results in such high errors to conjunction
stimuli.

Future Work
Inspection of the fits of the SimSample

model to the data indicates that there are
some deviations that suggest future model
development. There is a fair amount of noise
around the diagonal, which may be in part
attributable to the noise of the MDS data. In
addition, the data show a somewhat curvilin-
ear shape, which is due to the fact that among
old items, there is more variability in the data
than the model can account for. This is per-
haps due to aspects of distinctiveness that are
not captured by the similarity ratings. For
example, a feature such as a mole may not
overly affect the similarity ratings between
two otherwise quite similar faces. However,
remembering this mole may greatly enhance
future recognition of that face. Speeded se-
quential same-different judgments may pro-
vide better MDS spaces than similarity
ratings for use with recognition memory data,
and we are currently collecting such re-
sponses.

Clearly these deviations are sufficient to
reject the model using a hypothesis-testing
technique. For example, the RMSE of the
SimSample model with proportional proto-
types is 0.1411, while the average standard
error of the hit rates was around 0.047. A
complete model must include not only the
similarity relations captured by the MDS
space, but also non-perceptual effects such as
those described by Levin (1996), which in-
clude the environment in which the faces are
viewed, as well as social aspects such as fa-
miliarity with a particular race.
Despite these deviations, we believe that the
SimSample model, with the addition of pro-
portional prototypes, qualitatively accounts
for many aspects of the data, and can quanti-
tatively account for much of the individual
hit rates. The SimSample model accounts for
the data much better than previous models
based on GCM, and does so with the same
number of parameters. This model combines
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assumptions derived from models of catego-
rization and recognition, and therefore has
considerable empirical support in addition to
the present successes. In addition, the model
accounts for effects previously attributed to
separate familiarity and recollective proc-
esses with a single sampling mechanism. De-
spite the fact that an exemplar-based version
could not account for the false recognition
effects seen with the morphs, these effects
can be accounted for by a model extension
that adds only one free parameter. These ex-
tensions support the idea that faces are
blended together in memory, as long as they
are similar to each other. We believe the suc-
cess of the SimSample model demonstrates
the utility of the face-space approach as ap-
plied to face recognition data, and suggests
that this framework can be used to answer
interesting questions about distinctiveness,
typicality and blending.
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Tables

Test Condition

Study Condition Old Conjunction Feature New

Reinitz et al. (1994)

Full Attention (control) .67 .23 .09 .01

Divided Attention (deficit) .40 .32 .19 .09

Kroll et al. (1996)

Older Adults (control) .97 .31 .06 .00

Right Hemisphere Lesion (deficit) 1.00 .58 .13 .01

GCM Predictions for Kroll et al.
(Euclidean distances)

Older Adults (control) 1.00 .25 .13 .03

Right Hemisphere Lesion (deficit) 1.00 .44 .26 .09

Table 1. Example Memory Conjunction Data and predictions from Nosofsky’s General-
ized Context Model (GCM, Nosofsky, 1986). Cells contain the probability of identifying a
particular stimulus as an old face. The Reinitz et al. study used a forced-choice technique,
which required subjects to pick 2 faces out of 8 candidate faces. Kroll et al. used an old/new
recognition paradigm. GCM predictions used the following parameters: control: c = 1.54, β =
4.00E+4, θ = 18.14; deficit: c= 1.12, β = 1.01E+34, θ = 154.6. Versions using a city block
metric produced only marginal increases in the fits.
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False alarms for

morphs

Similar Dissimilar

Sequential .614 .467

Separate .622 .469

Hit Rates for Parents Similar Dissimilar

Sequential
.547 .675

Separate
.592 .647

Table 2. False alarm rates for morphs and hit rates for parent faces in Experiment 1. The
common standard error of the mean estimated from a within-subjects ANOVA is 0.0256 (see
Loftus and Masson, 1994).
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Probability of choosing

the parents over the morph

Similar Dissimilar

Sequential
.471 .653

Separate
.452 .657

Table 3. Experiment 2 data. Probability of choosing the two parents over the morph in a
forced-choice comparison. The common SEM = 0.0198.
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Experiment 3a: False alarms for

morphs

Similar Dissimilar

Sequential .710 (.019) .473 (.027)

Separate .690 (.022) .475 (.031)

Experiment 3b: Hit rates for parents Similar Dissimilar

Sequential .589 (.031) .633 (.042)

Separate .542 (.039) .744 (.035)
Table 4. Experiment 3 means and standard errors for the false alarm rates to the morphs

and hit rates to the parents. Individual SEMs for each condition are shown in parentheses.
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Experiment 1

Model Parameters RMSE RSQ

GCM fit to parents, c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ

morphs 2.6e-5 .24 .02 .15 .03 .00 .00 .75 100 .2060 .031

GCM  c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ

        6.68 .03 .18 .29 .42 .07 .01 1.16 2.79 .1587 .46

GCM- Identification c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ

0.18 .13 .13 .25 .13 .13 .25 457 6251 .1800 .30

SimSample     c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD

3.50 .06 .12 .64 .07 .08 .02 .14 .07 .1462 .54

SimSample- c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD pw

Prototypes 3.91 .02 .11 .71 .07 .08 .02 .13 .04 .41 .1441 .56

SimSample- Prop. c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD ρ

Prototypes 3.69 .06 .14 .62 .07 .09 .02 .14 .06 2.77 .1411 .57

Experiment 2

Model Parameters RMSE RSQ

GCM c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ ζ

7.92 .16 .01 .50 .00 .17 .16 22.64 7.44 2.02 .1312 .76

GCM- Identification c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ ζ

2.30 .13 .07 .02 .45 .21 .12 48.88 10000 1.6 .1205 .73

SimSample     c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD ζ

3.48 .08 .10 .12 .55 .08 .08 .01 .19 6.9 .1120 .77

SimSample- c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD ζ pw

Prototypes 2.83 .09 .14 .08 .44 .04 .20 .31 .05 4.63 .54 .1060 .80

SimSample- Prop. c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD ζ ρ

Prototypes 4.35 .12 .14 .00 .31 .20 .23 .11 .55 4.36 5.32 .0971 .83

Experiment 3a

Model Parameters RMSE

GCM          c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ

5.91 .03 .30 .19 .32 .16 .01 1.58 4.08 .1488

GCM- Identification c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 β θ

16.87 .16 .33 .09 .03 .28 .11 2.40 6.70 .1876

SimSample     c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD

3.53 .03 .12 .60 .09 .12 .03 .11 .03 .1427

SimSample- c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD pw

Prototypes 3.82 .02 .12 .63 .08 .11 .03 .11 .02 .39 .1397

SimSample- Prop. c w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 Crit CritSD ρ

Prototypes 3.59 .05 .17 .54 .13 .09 .02 .15 .10 2.81 .1391

Table 5. Estimated Parameter values for model fits associated with graphed data for Ex-
periments 1-3.
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Figures

Figure 1. Example morphs constructed from similar (right) and dissimilar (left) parents.
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Figure 2. Fits of Nosofsky’s Generalized Context Model (GCM) to the probability of saying old to
targets and distractors for Experiment 1. Sim = Similar; Dis = Dissimilar. Top Panel: Fit of the
model to just the Morph and Parent data. The diagonal represents perfect prediction. The model
correctly places similar morphs above the similar parents. However, two faces (circled) with
virtually identical hit rates in the data are placed far apart by the model as a result of the inabil-
ity to account for the high hit rates to distinctive faces. Bottom Panel: Fit of the model to all
data. Although the overall fit is better, the model now places the similar morphs below the
similar parents, and typical faces are still predicted to be higher than distinctive faces, contrary
to the similar and dissimilar parent data.
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Figure 3. Computed typicality of each studied face compared with the probability of calling
each face old in the data for Experiment 1, along with the fit of a second-order polynomial. The
data form a curvilinear relationship, with very distinctive and very typical faces receiving high hit
rates, while moderately typical faces receiving fewer old responses.
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Figure 4. Fit of the Identification version of GCM the probability of saying old to targets and
distractors for Experiment 1. This model does a good job of account for the high hit rates to
distinctive targets and low false alarm rates to distinctive distractors. However, the model has
difficulty account for the high false alarm rates to the very similar morphs, placing them below
the parent faces (open diamonds). As with GCM, this model places the two faces with similar
hit rates (circled faces) far apart, although they are reversed relative to Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Predictions of the SimSample model to Distinctive Targets, Distinctive Distractors,
and Typical Distractors (morphs). Upper Left: A distinctive target is very likely to sample itself
and thus has a high hit rate. Upper Right: A distinctive distractor cannot sample itself and may not
have any nearby faces that could produce a false alarm if sampled. Bottom Panel: A very typical
distractor may produce a false alarm if a nearby item is sampled by mistake and is within the
criterion for responding old. Typical target faces will have a high hit rate if either the face samples
itself or samples a nearby target that lies inside the criterion.
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Figure 6. Fit of the SimSample model to the Experiment 1 data.
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 Figure 7. Fit of the SimSample model with the addition of prototypes that are proportional to the
similarity of the parent faces.
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 Figure 8. Fit of the three major models to the forced-choice data of Experiment 2.


